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Preface

This basic Hebrew grammar was written out of a sense of frustration. When the author was in
seminary he struggled through Hebrew like almost everyone in seminary does. One of the major
difficulties was finding organized material that had been taught, without going to an advanced
grammar. As the lessons progressed, the amount of material to be memorized was staggering and
existing Hebrew grammars were not laid out to find material easily. The grammatical material in
the first year grammar1 used at that seminary, which was otherwise excellent, was not presented
systematically, but pedagogically. It was, in fact, difficult to remember where to find inflectional
information, and the information once found was difficult to read. Unfortunately, often the writer
employed transliteration of the Hebrew aleph-bet, which is not condusive to reading the Hebrew
text.

Jack K. Willsey, an excellent language teacher, attempted to simplify the presentation and
bring it up to date, but was hindered by traditionalists who insisted in the old “tried and true”
methodology. He did present a simplified grammar based on M. Adler’s First Steps in Hebrew
Grammar (from which the author took the chapter organization for this work) which was brief,
but helpful.

When the author eventually became a teacher of Hebrew his frustration grew. While
elementary Hebrew textbooks existed, they did not present material in any easily referenced way.
Nothing had changed in the ten years since the author’s seminary days. So he  wrote out sheets in
long hand (no computers in those days) to help with that problem. Over the years of teaching the
number of those sheets grew and finally a short grammar emerged, and with the coming of the
computer the author thought to make it generally available.

The grammar itself is not an attempt to supplant existing Hebrew textbooks. Indeed, the
material is not presented in an easily teachable manner. But after a short time, the student will be
able to find information more quickly than in either a large intermediate or advanced grammar. 

No attempt has been made to be complete in the presentation of grammatical material. By
and large syntactical material has been ignored. The student of Hebrew should use an adequate
intermediate grammar, such as that by Waltke and O’Connor,2 for syntactical research.

The paradigms in this work are designed to be easily memorized by the beginning student.
Grammatical elements are briefly explained and examples are regularly given, many from the
Hebrew Bible itself. No attempt at originality has been made. The grammar has been compiled
from many sources though the manner of presentation is exclusively the author’s. Any errors in
that presentation are his alone.

1.  Moshe Greenberg. Introduction to Hebrew Grammar (London: Printice-Hall, Inc.), 1965.
2.  Bruce K. Waltke and M. O’Connor. An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax (Winona Lake, Ind.:

Eisenbrauns), 1990.
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Chapter One: The Hebrew Alef-bet

Introduction
The written Hebrew Alef-bet has 22 letters, and is written from right to left. It consists of consonants
only; originally vowels were understood and not written. Only a native speaker would have been able
to easily determine the word meaning from a written text. Eventually, a system of diacritical marks
representing vowel sounds came into existence, but this was many years after the alef-bet was in use.
Also, the consonants themselves have some peculiar elements, some of which are as follows:
1. Some consonants have two forms, one for the beginning or middle of a word, and one for the end

of the word. In the following aleph-bet list, the form to the right is how the letter appears at the
beginning or within the word. The second form, to the left, is the form when used at the end of a
word. Letters at the end of the word are called zi ¦tFq (sofit pronounced sofeet) forms.

2. A dagesh is a dot placed within some Hebrew letters. The following six letters regularly receive
dagesh (called dagesh lene or gentle dagesh) for the purpose of changing their pronunciation: B A
Y R M C. These consonants are represented by the acronym begad kefat.1 In current Hebrew, only three
letters actually change sound, R M A . All letters take dagesh after the word the ( ©d) except the
letters g h d `, which can never take dagesh.2

3. Hebrew writing has a rich history, beginning with paleo-Hebrew (old Hebrew), which was
derived from a Phoenician form, used before the later block letters were adopted. The present
alef-bet is a stylized form of the ancient Aramaic alphabet and was known by Jewish scholars as
Ashurit (“Assyrian script”), since its origins were assumed to be derived from the Assyrian
alphabet forms. In modern Hebrew Bibles the Aramaic language sections are written in the same
letter form as Hebrew.

4. In addition, historically, there were various cursive forms for the Hebrew letters. Modern Hebrew
is handwritten with the Ashkenazi cursive script that developed in Europe in the thirteenth
century. This grammar will use only the current “block form” of Hebrew lettering.

5. As noted above, it became necessary after many years to develop a method of representing vowel
sounds in written form. During the  centuries-long use of the alef-bet, scholars devised several
systems of indicating vowel sounds by separate diacritical symbols, called vowel points. One
system eventually prevailed, the Tiberian system (sometimes called the Palestinian system),
developed in the 10th century in Tiberias, a small town beside the Sea of Galilee. Today these
points are known in Hebrew as niqqud. See below.

6. The consonants e i and d can sometimes function as vowels. This use developed before the vowel
points were invented. Consonants used as vowels are called matres lectionis (Latin, meaning
“mothers of reading”). See the section on Pronunciation below for futher discussion of matres
lectionis.

1 The superscript e represents the half vowel sheva. See “The Mobile Sheva” section below.
2 The observant student will note that occasionally the guttural d will appear to have a dagesh, D. However, the dot is

not dagesh, but a mappik, which occurs in d only when it is a final letter. It indicates that D is not a silent letter, but is
to be pronounced. In practice, however, English speakers tend to leave final D unpronounced.
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The Hebrew Consonants

Sound Number Name Letter

Silent Letter 1 alef - s¤l ῭ `

With dagesh “B” as in boy, without dagesh, “V” as in
void

2 bet - zi ¥A a

“G” as in game 3 gimel - l ¥n ¦B b

“D” as in door 4 dalet - h¤lC̈ c

“H” as in hot 5 he - ` ¥d d

“V” as in victory 6 vav - eë e

“Z” as in zebra 7 zayin - oi¦©f f

“CH” as in German Bach 8 chet - hi ¥g g

“T” as in top 9 t iet - zi ¥h h

“Y” as in yellow 10 yod - cFi i

With dagesh, “K” as in king, without dagesh, “CH” as in
Bach

20 kaf - s ©k j k

“L” as in light 30 lamed - c ¤nl̈ l

“M” as in money 40 mem - m ¥n m n

“N” as in now 50 nun - oEp o p

“S” as in some 60 samech - j ¤nq̈ q

Silent letter 70 ayin - o ¦i ©r r

With dagesh, “P” as in pay, without dagesh, “F” as in far 80 pe - aP  s p

“TS” as in hits 90 tsade - i ¦c ©v u v

“Q” as in unique 100 qof - sFw w

“R” as in rabbit 200 resh - Wi ¥x x

“SH” as in shoe 300 shin - oi ¦W W

“S” as in some, considered the same letter as W 300 sin - oi ¦U U

“T” as in top 400 tav - eŸ z

Note that U and W are the same letter. They both have the counting value of 300. 
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The Hebrew Vowels

Hebrew word meanings are carried by the consonants. As noted above, the vowels were not
originally written, but were added later to help retain the ancient pronunciation. They are usually
called “vowel points,” though the specific vowel points we will use are identified as nikkud. 

The Regular Vowels

As noted, various systems of indicating vowels were developed, but the one which prevailed was the
Tiberian system. The following vowels are written beneath, above or after the silent consonant ` and
the sofit form when appropriate.

English
Spelling

Hebrew
Spelling

Pronunciation Vowel

qametz u ¥nẅ “A” as in father ῭

patach g ©z ©R “A” as in father ©̀

segol lFb ¤q “E” as in set ¤̀

tsere i ¥x ¥v “E” as in set or grey ¥̀

hireq w ¤x ¦d “I” as in sit or siesta ¦̀

cholem m¤lFg “O” as in hold F  Ÿ̀

shureq w ¤xEW “U” as in rule E

qibbutz
#WBqi

“U” as in rule ª̀

sheva
aw*"v.

Silent, or short “E”
as in return

§̀

All the vowels except cholom and shureq are written below the letter with which they are associated.
In modern pronunciation the vowel qamatz sometimes has a sound like aw. Tsere ranges in
pronunciation from a short e sound to almost a long a sound even though it is considered an e class
vowel.

The Half Vowels

Three half vowels are actually shortened forms of three regular vowels from the above list. They
indicate only a quick pronunciation of the vowel sound.

Half patach sEhg̈ g ©z ©R £̀

Half qamatz  sEhg̈ u §nẅ ¢̀

Half segol sEhg̈ lFb ¤q ¡̀
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Long and Short Vowels

Some vowels are consider long or short, but not because of the time it takes to pronounce them.
Further, most vowels can be lengthened or shorten in duration. However, some principles of
vocalization of vowels indicate that certain vowels are considered long forms for other vowels.

The vowels ¥- ,-̈ and Ÿ- are considered long forms of ¦- , ©- and ª- respectively.

The Sheva (`ë §W)

Sheva §̀  (sometimes pronounced shewa) is sometimes called a half vowel because it represents a very
quick vowel sound. It can be combined with other vowels, which are also called half vowels or
composite vowels. The Hebrew gutterals, r g d ` (also called laryngals), regularly use half vowels.
See more on the Hebrew gutterals below.

The Mobile Sheva and the Quiescent Sheva

Sheva indicates a consonant that has no full vowel. It is sometimes pronounced as a very quick vowel
sound, but other times it indicates no sound at all. When sheva indicates the quick vowel sound, it is
called mobile shevah. The mobile sheva replaces a full vowel that has become slurred because of a
shift of accent.
Example: The masculine lEcb̈ (big) changes to a femine by the addition of the letter d which shifts

the accent toward the end of the word. Thus it is pointed with a sheva (dlFc §b) rather than
qametz, and represents quick a sound, which is virtually indistingushable from a quick e
sound.

Example: The plural of the verb x ©nẄ (he guarded) is Ex §nẄ (they guarded). The patach under the n
has changed to sheva because of the addition of the ending represented by E produces a
shift in accent toward the end of the word.

Every sheva at the beginning of a word is a mobile sheva. In modern spoken Hebrew, the sheva is
pronounced so fast as to be unheard, so that Ex §nẄ, “they guarded” is pronounced shamru, and the
feminine dlFc §b, big, is pronounced gdola.

When it indicates no sound, it is called quiescent sheva.
Example: The name Simeon is written oFr §n ¦W and is pronounced as two syllables: Shim + on. The

silent sheva beneath the mem ( §n) indicates the end of the first syllable.

The Mobile Shevah and the Begad Kefat Letters

The student will recall that the begad kefat letters are Y R M C B A. See the discussion in the
introduction. Three of those letters, t k a, change sound when the dagesh does not occur. See the
alef-bet list for pronunciation.

One result of the mobile sheva is that if it preceeds a begad kefat letter, that begad kefat letter loses the
dagesh.
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Example: The letter §l is attached to a word to represent the preposition to. It regularly takes mobile
sheva, which will cause a dagesh to be dropped in a following begad kefat letter. The word
o ¥A, son, is pronounced ben. But when §l, is added the result is o ¥a §l, to a son, and is
pronounced leven.

The Hebrew Gutterals (Laryngals)

The Hebrew gutteral letters are r g d `. Technically ` is a glottal stop, made by closing the glottis
(the throat) briefly and then letting out a little breath. In modern Hebrew it is silent.

g is a glottal fricative, produced by closing the glottis so that only a little air can escape. It sounds a
bit like clearing one’s throat, but not quite as harsh. 

d sounds like the English h, letting out one’s breath with the glottis unrestricted.

r is a voiced fricative. In modern Hebrew it is a glottal stop and is silent. Nonoriental speakers of
modern Hebrew generally do not distinguish ` and r, treating them both as silent letters.

For nonoriental speakers, it is difficult to distinguish between g and k. As noted, g is a glottal
fricative. M with the dagesh is a voiceless palatal, pronounced like the English k. (The voiced palatal
in English is the letter g in go, or the Greek g [gamma]). Without the dagesh, k is a spirantized k
sound, which is almost indistingusable from the g to the western ear.

As noted above, M with the dagesh is a voiceless palatal, pronounced like the English k. The letter w,
in modern Hebrew, is also pronounced as the voiceless palatal k. Nonoriental speakers make no
distinction between the sounds of the two letters.

When ` comes at the end of a syllable, it is silent and called quiescent alef. It takes no sheva.
Example: mi ¦dŸl¡̀  is the regular word translated God, and is pronounced elohim. The prefix §l means

to when prefixed to the noun. When prefixed to mi ¦dŸl¡̀  the ` becomes quiescent, and
looses its vowel. To God is written mi ¦dŸl` §l and is pronounced lelohim.

The Patach Furtive

When a word ends in D r or d, a patach, called patach furtive, is placed under the gutteral letter if the
word does not end in an a class vowel. The patach is pronounced before the final gutteral consonant,
rather than the normal process of pronouncing the vowel after the consonant. The patach furtive is
placed under the final consonant, though in some Hebrew texts the patach is moved slightly to the
right to show that it is pronounced before the consonant.
Example: ©gEx meaning spirit or wind, is pronounced ruach, rather than rucha.
Example: ©DFab̈ meaning tall, is pronounced gavoah, rather than gavoha.

Word Meaning
Since the meaning of a Hebrew word is carried with the consonants, originally no vowels were
written. For example, the consonant group lk` has the general idea of eating. Various vowels and
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consonants are added to particularize the meaning. Thus, when pronounced with a certain set of
vowels and consonants, these letters can mean either to eat, he ate, food, or simply eating.

More on the Matres Lectiones

As noted above, the term matres lectiones (singular: mater lectionis) meaning “mother(s) of reading,”
is used of three consonants, d , i, and e to represent certain long vowel sounds. When these were
included in the spelling as vowels, the writing was said to be full, and when they were not, the
writing was said to be defective. Matres lose their consonatal sound altogether, and are pronounced
as vowels. Of course, this system is very limited. Only certain long vowels were represented, and
often the so-called defective spelling occurs.

As the Hebrew language ceased to be commonly spoken, various other systems of writing vowels
were developed to aid in the retention of the ancient pronunciation of words. All of these involved
some form of diacritical marks. The system which finally prevailed, and which occurs in the Hebrew
Bible today, is called the Tiberian (or Palestinian) system of vocalization. The previous vowels
represent this system.

However, the later Tiberian vocalization (c. 10th century AD) did not replace the old full vowel
letters. Matres lectiones continue to be used to this day because they are considered, in some cases at
least, to have become fixed in the language. In fact, the original pronunciation of the matres is not
altogether understood. But in modern times, the sounds have become more or less fixed.

The most common matres lectiones with a modern pronunciation are as follows:

The use of y after a letter to represent a vowel. In pointed Hebrew such as in the Bible, there will be a
vowel in the letter before the i, which helps one to understand the correct pronunciation of this
matres. Clearly, when speaking fluent Hebrew such vowel points are not necessary.

If hireq ( ¦̀ ) preceeds the yod, (i ¦̀ ) the combination is pronounced ee. The i is silent. If an e class
vowel preceeds hireq ( ¤̀  or ¥̀ ), the combination is pronounced like the long a in hay. The use of e 
with an overhead dot represents the long vowel o (F). With a dot by the side (E), has as the vowel
sound a long u, pronounced oo.

The use of d, which stands for an a class vowel, is pronounced ah at the end of a word such as the
unpointed dcli (yaldah) meaning girl to distinguish it from cli (yeled), meaning boy or child.

Further Discussion of Dagesh

In the introduction, the name for the dagesh was given as dagesh lene, or gentle dagesh. In Hebrew it
is called dagesh qal (l ©w W¥bc̈), that is, easy dagesh. This easy dagesh is what may occur in the begad
kefat letters.

Another use for dagesh is to indicate doubled consonants, sometimes called long consonants. This is
called dagesh chazak (wf̈g̈ W¥bc̈), meaning strong dagesh. It occurs in three different ways:

1. The word the (Î ©d) never stands alone, but is always attached to the noun which it modifies. When
the word Î ©d (pronounced ha) is attached to the noun, a strong dagesh occurs in the next
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consonant which is considered long if it can take dagesh. The gutteral consonants d g ` and r
cannot take dagesh. Although x can take dagesh, it usually does not when ©d is attached. All other
consonants beginning a noun can take dagesh.

Example: K¤l ¤n - king, becomes  K¤l ¤O ©d - the king. Note the dagesh in the O.
Example: lk̈i ¥d - palace, becomes lk̈i ¥d ©d - the palace. Note the lack of dagesh in the ¥d.

2. When two identical consonants come together, and the first consonant ends a syllable, the two are
combined into one consonant with strong dagesh.

Example: ©zp̈ is translated he gave or he gives. The suffix Ep means “we”. Hence, we give would be
Ep §p ©zp̈. However, in this case the pp cannot stand. So the corrected form is EPz̈p̈.1 Note the
dagesh in P which indicates that consonant is doubled.

3. When different consonants come together, one can be assimilated into the other, in which case a
dagesh is placed in the remaining consonant.

Example: o ¦n means from. d¤f means this. When they come together, the o (nun sofit) appears to drop
off the word o ¦n, but is actually assimilated into the  f with a dagesh. The resultant letters
occur as one word: d¤G ¦n. Note the dagesh in the zayin indicating the assimilation.
Grammarians refer to this assimilation as crasis.

Accent

Most Hebrew words are stressed on their last syllable.
Example: teacher, d ¤xFn, is pronounced more,. It is the masculine form. A woman teacher is dẍFn.

There are several exceptions. For example, nouns with segol as their second vowel usually are
accented on the next to last syllable.
Example: boy, c¤l¤i, is pronounced ye,led.
Example: book, x¤t ¥q, is pronounced se,fer.

Also, nouns that have two patachs, or a patach followed by hireq are accented on the next to last
syllable.
Example: time,m©r ©R, is pronounced pa ,am.
Example: house, z ¦i ©A, is pronounced ba ,yit.

Verbs are usually accented on the second root consonant. However, if the second root consonant has
a sheva or a half vowel, the accent is on the last syllable.
Example: I wrote,i ¦Y §a ©zM̈, is pronounced kata ,vtiy.
Example: she wrote,dä §zM̈, is pronounced katva ,h.

Interestingly, the verbal endings m ¤Y and o ¤Y always take the stress. See Chapter Ten for a discussion
of these pronominal suffix endings.

1The vowel points are expressed according to a set of complicated rules. Many first year Hebrew grammars spend an
extraordinary amount of time giving these rules. However, the modern vowel points are NOT part of the inspired text of
Scripture. Indeed, the student should strive to memorize the sounds of the words and structures, whether the vowel points
are written or not. After all, originally people spoke and wrote Hebrew without knowing any of those rules!
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Words to which the pronominal suffixes have been added are accented on the last letter of the
original word, unless that letter has a sheva beneath it, in which case the suffix is accented.
Example: to us, Epl̈, is pronounced la ,nu.
Example: your name, L §n ¦W, is pronounced shimcha ,.

The following suffixes are always accented: o ¤d, m ¤d, m¤ki ¤-, m ¤d ¤-. Note that the two suffixes on the left
have a segol ( ¤-) on the consonant preceding the ending.

Syllabification

In Hebrew syllables usually begin with a consonant and its vowel. It is common for a syllable to end
in a vowel, in which case the syllable is considered open. Sometimes, however, a syllable ends with a
consonant, either indicated by no vowel, or with a sheva beneath it. In either case the syllable is
considered closed.

A few times, a word will begin with a vowel with no consonant. The form E, pronounced as a long u
sound meaning and, will be prefixed to a word. In such cases, it is considered an open syllable.
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Chapter Two: The Hebrew Noun

Introduction

A noun identifies a person, place, object, idea or concept. When a noun names a person, place or
object, it is called a concrete noun; when it names an idea, quality or concept it is called an abstract
noun. Proper nouns are names of some specific persons, places or things. Common nouns name any
one of a class or kind. (In English proper nouns are capitalized, but Hebrew has no such convention.)

Gender
Hebrew nouns have two genders: masculine and feminine. There is no neuter in Hebrew. Therefore,
a thing will either be a masculine or feminine thing. Some general principles exist by which gender
can be understood.

a The easiest way to determine the gender of a noun is to look it up in a dictionary or lexicon. If it
is an English based work, the letters m, for masculine, or f, for feminine occur immediately after
the word. In Hebrew based works, the letters f for xk̈f̈, masculine, or p for i ¦Wp̈, feminine, occur.

b The masculine nouns, which are the most common, have no specific form in the singular by
which they can be identified. The plural of masculine nouns is usually, mi ¦Î but this is not
universal. Feminine plurals usually end in zFÎ, but again, this is not universal. In some cases,
the forms may be switched.

c Feminine nouns have no specific form if the word is a natural feminine, such as m ¥̀ , mother, z©A,
daughter, etc.

d Nouns which end in dÎ̈ or in z are feminine.
e The names of cities and countries are feminine since they are viewed as the mothers of their

inhabitants.
f Most names of parts of the body in man or beast, especially members occuring in pairs, are

feminine. So, too, are most names of instruments and utensils used by man.
g Names of the elements or natural substances are generally feminine, e.g. W ¤n ¤W, sun, W¥̀ , fire,

p ¤a ¤̀ , stone.
h The letters of the Hebrew alef-bet are all feminine.
i Many words are both genders, though where this is the case, one gender generally

predominates.
Examples: qEq, horse (m).

dq̈Eq, mare (f).
K¤l ¤n, king (m).
dM̈ §l ©n, queen (f).

Number

Hebrew has three numbers, singular, plural, and dual, the latter used for things that are
characteristically pairs, such as eyes, ears, legs, etc. The dual occurs with some things in Hebrew that
the English reader will find odd, such as the words heaven(s), m ¦i ©nẄ, and water(s), m ¦i ©n, which are
always in the dual form. Note that the yod has hireq beneath it in the dual (m ¦i), pronounced Îyim, but
hireq precedes the yod in the plural (mi ¦Î), pronounced Îeem.
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Masculine Nouns with No Change in the Plural

Most masculine nouns will not change their vowel points when adding the plural ending mi ¦-

1. The regular masculine plural ending can be seen in the change from horse to horses.
Example: qEq, horse.

mi ¦qEq, horses.

2. The addition of the ending mi ¦- with hireq as the vowel before the yod is the regular masculine
plural. Many masculine nouns maintain the same vowels beneath their consonants when changing
from singular to plural, but there are many instances where the first vowel shortens because of the
shift of stress away from the first syllable. Note the examples of regular plural masculines below.

Singular Plural
horse, qEq horses, mi ¦qEq
song, xi ¦W songs, mi ¦xi ¦W

Masculine Nouns with Vowel Changes in the Plural
Singular Plural

word, xäC̈ words, mi ¦xä §c
prophet,`i ¦ap̈ prophets, mi ¦̀ i ¦a §p

1. To the singular form add the letters mi ¦Î . Note the vowel hireq ( ¦ ) under the last letter of the
stem.

2. If the noun of more than two letters begins with the vowel qametz ( -̈ ) as with xäC̈ and `i ¦ap̈
above, the plural form has a sheva ( §- ) as its initial vowel.

3. Many masculine nouns change their vowels entirely in forming the plural. The student should
memorize these as part of vocabulary study.

Examples: K¤l ¤n, king, becomes mi ¦kl̈ §n, kings
x¤t ¥q, book, becomes mi ¦xẗ §q, books

Feminine Nouns

To form the plural of feminine nouns that end in  dÎ drop the dÎ and add zFÎ. If the ending of a
feminine noun is not dÎ, simply add zFÎ to the end.

Singular Plural
law, d ©xFY laws, zFxFY
unleavened cake,dv̈ ©n unleavened cakes,zFS ©n
girl,dl̈Ez §A girls, zFl̈Ez §A

Nouns in the Dual Number

Nouns that describe objects that exist in pairs, especially parts of the body, are in the dual number,
and in both genders end in m ¦i ©Î. Note the patach ( ©-) in the final stem letter. However, a peculiarity of
the Hebrew language is that some words are dual in their vocabulary form. The word heaven(s),
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m ¦i ©nẄ, is an example of such a word. Its assumed root is dnW, which otherwise does not occur in the
Hebrew text. Another example is the word m ¦i ©n, water(s), presumably from i ©n. m ¦i ©n occurs only in the
dual form in the Hebrew Bible, which has been maintained in modern Hebrew.

Singular Dual
hand, cï hands, m ¦i ©cï
foot, b¤p ¤x feet, m ¦i ©l §b ©x 
shoe, l©r©p shoes,m ¦i ©l£r©p

Case

The Nominative, and Accusative

Unlike some languages, such as Greek and German, Hebrew nouns are not fully inflected. When a
Hebrew noun is used as a nominative or subject complement (as the subject of a clause or sentence or
after a to be verb) its spelling is the same as when it is used as the object. In that sense, Hebrew is
much like English.

There is no distinct form for the accusative case in Hebrew. There is, however, a sign for the definite
direct object which is untranslatable, z ¥̀ , which will preceed definite nouns in the accusative
(objective) case. When the noun is indefinite (no article ©d), the z ¥̀  does not occur. When used with a
proper noun, the ©d is not used, but z ¥̀  will precede it. z ¥̀  is also used, with inflections, for form the
accusative case pronouns. See Chapter Three for all the regular independent pronouns.

The Other Oblique1 Cases

Other than the construct state, there is no separate form for other oblique cases. Like English, Hebrew
uses prepositions to indicate to, from, in, etc. See Chapter Six.

The Construct State

The term construct state refers to the relationship between two nouns, one immediately following the
other. Various functions exist in the construct state relationship, the most common meaning of. It is
generally equivalent to the possessive case in English, or the genitive of possession in Greek. For a
discussion of the construct state with pronominal suffixes, see Chapter Four.

The Construct With Masculine Nouns in the Singular

1. The first noun of the phrase is said to be in the construct state. The second noun is said to be in
the absolute state. The word of is actually connected to the first noun, not the second. Therefore
dŸr §x ©R qEq means “the horse of Pharoah,” not “the horse of Pharoah.”
Examples: dŸr §x ©R qEq, the horse of Pharoah.

dẍFY ©d x ¤t ¥q, the book of the law
K¤l ¤O ©d ci ¦w §R, the officer of the king.

1 Oblique cases are those forms of nouns that differ from the nominative case, which is usually called the subjective case
in English. Generally speaking, English has only one oblique case form, that is, a noun or pronoun form where the spelling
changes to indicate a change in function, the possessive form. Otherwise, noun functions are indicated by prepositions.
The construct noun function in Hebrew is virtually equivalent to the possessive noun in English.
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2. The noun in the construct state never has article word the ( ©d). Nevertheless, it is translated into
English as though it does. This is because in the construct state nouns are automatically
considered definite. Notice in the above examples that the wordsqEq andx¤t ¥q are translated the
horse of and the book of even though ©d does not occur. 
See below under “The Article” for other facts about the article.

3. The second noun is in the absolute state. It may or may not have the article the ©d before it.

4. Some nouns change their pronunciation when in the construct state. This can be seen by the
change in the vowel points beneath the consonants.

Example: K¤l ¤O ©d x ©a §C, the word of the king (x ©a §C is the construct form of xäC̈, word.
Example: Wi ¦̀  d ¥U£r ©n, the work of a man (d ¥U£r ©n is construct ofd ¤U£r ©n, work. Note the ¤U is the

regular form of d ¤U£r ©n, while ¥U is the construct form, d ¥U£r ©n).

The Construct With Feminine Nouns in the Singular

Feminine nouns change their ending into z ©-, ,dẍFY  law, changes into z ©xFY, the law of; dN̈ ¦t §Y,
prayer, becomes z©l ¦t §Y, the prayer of.
Examples: z ©xFY d ¤Wn , the law of Moses (from dẍFY, law).

c ¦eC̈ z©l ¦t §Y, the prayer of David (  z©l ¦t §Y is fromdN̈ ¦t §Y, prayer).

The Construct With Masculine Nouns in the Plural

Masculine nouns in the plural change their ending mi ¦- into i ¥- . The plural of the word xi ¦W, song,
becomes mi ¦xi ¦W, songs, which then changes in the construct to i ¥x ¦W, the songs of; the word xFA ¦B,
mighty man, changes to mi ¦xFA ¦B, mighty men, which becomes in the construct i ¥xFA ¦B, the mighty men
of.
Example: mr̈ ©d i ¥xi ¦W, the songs of the people (frommi ¦xi ¦W, songs).

l ¦i ©g i ¥xFA ¦B, the mighty men of valor (from mi ¦xFA ¦B, mighty men).

The Construct With Feminine Nouns in the Plural

There is no change in form for feminine plural nouns in the construct state. With feminine nouns,
therefore, it is imperative that the student remember that another noun must follow the feminine
plural in order for the construct state to exist. Context is the determining factor. ml̈Fr, burnt offering,
becomes zFlFr, burnt offerings. This form is also the construct, meaning the burnt offerings of.
Example: mFI ©d zFlFr, the burnt offerings of the day.

The word wall, dn̈lFg becomes zFnlFg, walls, as well as the walls of in the plural construct.
Example: xi ¦rd̈ zFnFg, the walls of the city.

The Article

The word the is added to a noun by attaching ©d as a prefix. A dot, called a strong dagesh, occurs in
the next letter, if the letter can take a dagesh (see below).
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Examples: qEQ ©d, the horse.
K¤l ¤O ©d, the king.

To add the word the when the first letter of the noun is d r ` or x the dagesh is left out, and the d has
the qametz (d̈) rather than patach ( ©d).1

Examples: Wi ¦̀ d̈, the man.
u¥rd̈, the tree.
W©r ©xd̈, the storm
xd̈d̈, the mountain

5. Hebrew does not have the indefinite article a or an. qEq means either horse or a horse.

1 There are complicated rules for these changes. The author memorized them at one point, but no longer teaches them.
The fact is, the vowel sounds are what is important, not why they are changed. The meaning is in the consonants, not in
the vowels!  
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Chapter Three: The Hebrew Pronoun

Introduction

As in English, pronouns in Hebrew replace nouns to avoid monotonous repetition. The noun which
the pronoun replaces is called its antecedent.

Many moderately inflected languages, that is, languages that change the spelling of a pronoun when
used as the subject or an object within the sentence, must be studied carefully. Like English, Hebrew
is moderately inflected, but more complex than English.

For instance, English personal pronouns only change spelling in the third person singular, where he,
she, and it occur based on the gender of their antecedent. I, we and you are common to all genders.
Hebrew, on the other hand, has masculine and feminine forms for both second and third person
pronouns, which change spelling in both the singular and the plural. Only I and we are common to
both genders. It is imperative that the student memorize the Hebrew personal pronouns.

Personal Pronouns

Nominative (Subjective) Case Pronouns

Nominative case pronouns are used to indicate the subject of a clause. They can also be used as a
subject complement with an understood to be verb (See Chapter 12, “The Noun Sentence”).

Plural Singular

we 1st com. [Ep ῭  ,Ep §g©p] Epg §p£̀ I 1st com. [i ¦kŸp ῭ ] i ¦p£̀

you 2nd masc. m ¤Y ©̀ you 2nd masc. dŸ ©̀

you 2nd fem. [dp̈ ¥Y ©̀  ,o ¤Y ©̀ ] o ¥Y ©̀ you 2nd fem. Y ©̀

they 3rd masc. [dÖ ¥d] m ¥d he 3rd masc. `Ed

they 3rd fem. [o ¥d] d©P ¥d she 3rd fem. `i ¦d

1. 1st com. means 1st person common. Common means that the pronoun is used of both masculine
and feminine objects. This is often written simply 1c.

2. In Hebrew, both the 2nd and 3rd person pronouns are either masculine or feminine. Since no neuter
exists, nouns in English that are considered neuter and are referred to by the pronoun it will use
masculine or feminine pronoun. In such cases, those pronouns should be translated it rather than
he or she. These will be designated 2m, 2f, 3m, and 3f.

3. The pronouns above in parentheses are alternate forms that are either used occasionally in the
Bible or are found only in modern Hebrew.

4. Hebrew has no regular present tense be verb. Therefore, the personal pronouns can mean either I,
you, he, she, etc. or they can mean I am, you are, he is, she is, etc. See Chapter 12.

5. In the Hebrew Bible, pronouns do not always stand in the same word order that they do in
English. A word literal translation into English may be awkward in such cases. However, the
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careful Hebrew student will note the change in order, even though he must place the words in
English order in translation. Usually changes in word order in Hebrew express some change in
emphasis.

Examples: Wi ¦̀  i ¦p£̀ , I am a man. Normal word order.
dl̈Ez §Ad̈ §Y ©̀ , you are the girl. Normal word order.

Example: i ¥xFA ¦B m ¥d K¤l ¤O ©d, They are the warriors of the king. Normally the pronoun m ¥d would be
first, and the plural construct i ¥xFA ¦B would stand before K¤l ¤O ©d. The change of word order
is for emphasis.

Example: o ¥d zFaFH zFlEz §A, They are good girls. Normally o ¥d would be first. This is an example of
a noun sentence. They, o ¥d, is rightly translated they are.

Objective (Accusative) Case Pronouns

These pronouns are used ONLY as the direct objects of action verbs, including infinitives and
participles. They cannot be used as objects of prepositions like their English translation equivalents.
The table shows each of the objective (accusative) case pronouns that occur in Hebrew. They are
based on the sign of the direct object, z ¥̀ . These pronouns are still used today in the modern tongue.

Plural Singular

us 1c Epz̈Ÿ̀ me 1c i ¦zŸ̀

you 2m m¤k §z ¤̀ you 2m L §zŸ̀

you 2f o ¤k §z ¤̀ you 2f Kz̈Ÿ̀

them 3m mz̈Ÿ̀ him 3m FzŸ̀

them 3f oz̈Ÿ̀ her 3f Dz̈Ÿ̀

Relative Pronouns

The Hebrew relative pronoun is x ¤W¢̀ . This pronoun can be translated who, which, or that. It is the
only relative pronoun in Hebrew, though it has more than one form. Its consonants remains
unchanged in all genders, numbers, and cases.

Occasionally x ¤W¢̀  is shortened to ¤W or Ẅ. These forms, like the ( ©d), are attached to the following
word. In addition, like ©d, these forms cause a dagesh to be placed in the next letter if possible. The
usage of these shortened forms is not frequent in the Bible, and the forms are found mostly in
Ecclesiastes, the late Psalms, The Song of Solomon (Canticles), and Judges, with a few uses scattered
throughout other books. In modern Hebrew, the shortened forms are used very often.

A relative pronoun always introduces a relative clause. A clause is a group of words containing a
subject and a predicate (verb). Relative clauses are generally adjectival and modify the antecedent of
the relative pronoun. It is not unusual to see a nominal clause as a relative, in which a form of the
verb to be must be supplied in translation.
Example: u¥rd̈ z ©g ©Y cn̈ ©r x ¤W£̀  Wi ¦̀ d̈, The man who stood under the tree.
Example: dp̈Ä ¤W z ¦i ©A ©d, The house which he built. 
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Example: og̈ §l ªX ©dÎl©r x ¤W£̀  mi ¦l ¥M ©dÎz ¤̀  U©r©I ©e, (Exodus 37:16). And he made the vessels that were on
the table. (Note: In this example the relative clause is a nominal clause, and the word x ¤W£̀
must be translated that were or which were.)

Interrogative Pronoun

As in English, the Hebrew interrogative pronoun indicates a question. The most common
interrogative pronoun is ,i ¦n  who. Whose is indicated by i ¦n §l literally, to whom.
Examples: ?i ¦p£r©p §M«©d l ¤̀  EpN̈ d¤l£r©i i ¦n, Who shall go up for us against the Cannanites? (Judges 1:1).

?d¤N ¥̀ d̈ d ¤H ¤O ©d£e mi ¦li ¦z §R ©d §e z ¤n ¤zŸg ©d i ¦n §l,Whose are these, the signet ring and the cords and
the rod? (Genesis 38:25).

The interrogative meaning what, what is, or what are is dn̈, d ©n  or, occasionally d ¤n. Also rarely, in
the Bible, the form is shorted to §n and attached to the following word with dagesh in the next letter.
Examples: ?zi ¦Ur̈ z Ÿ̀G d ©n, What is this you did? (Genesis 3:13).

?i ¦l o ¤Y ¦Y d ©n, What will you give me? (Genesis 15:2).
?d¤G ©d mr̈l̈ d ¤U¡r ¤̀  dn̈, What shall I do to this people? (Exodus 17:4).

Demonstrative Pronouns

English has two demonstrative pronouns. The word this is a near demonstrative, as in this man. The
word that is a far demonstrative, as in that horse. In addition, each demonstrative has a plural. The
plural of this is these, and the plural of that is those.

The Hebrew Near Demonstrative

The Singular Near Demonstrative

Hebrew has two words for this: the masculine d¤fand the femininezŸ̀ f. As with other pronouns, the
demonstratives can be translated either this or this is. Therefore Wi ¦̀  d¤f can mean either this man or
this is a man, depending on context. Likewise, dV̈ ¦̀  z Ÿ̀f can mean this woman or this is a woman.

However, when the near demonstrative follows the noun and both are used with the article the ( ©d)
attached, the meaning is this man or this woman, or this man is/this woman is.
Examples: d¤G ©d Wi ¦̀ d̈, this man, or this man is.

z Ÿ̀Gd dẌ ¦̀ d̈, this woman, or this woman is.

The Plural Near Demonstrative

The Hebrew near plural demonstrative pronoun meaning these is d¤N ¥̀ . When it occurs first in a clause
without the article ( ©d) it means these are. When it functions as a descriptive, it has the article, and
follows the noun it modifies. The noun and its adjectives will also have the article.
Examples: mi ¦xä §C ©d d¤N ¥̀ , these are the words.

d¤N ¥̀ d̈ mi ¦xä §C ©d, these words.
d¤N ¥̀ d̈ mi ¦lFc §B ©d mi ¦xr̈ §P ©d, these big lads.
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The Hebrew Far Demonstrative

The Singular Far Demonstrative

Hebrew has two words for that: the masculine `Ed and the feminine `i ¦d or `e ¦d. Both feminine
forms are pronounced alike. The observant student will note that the far demonstrative is identical to
the third person personal pronouns, masculine and feminine. The uses are distinguished by
construction and context. The far demonstrative has the same uses as the near demonstrative: 
Examples: a ῭  `Ed, that is a father, or, that one is a father, or that man is a father.

`Ed ©d a ῭ d̈, that father, or that father is. Both noun and pronoun are articular. Note the
change in word order.
`e ¦dd̈ dl̈Ez §A ©d, that girl, or that girl is. Again, both noun and pronoun have the article.
Again, note the change in word order.

The Plural Far Demonstrative

The Hebrew words for those are the masculine m ¥d and the feminine o ¥d.
Examples: mi ¦x ¦X ©d m ¥d, those are the songs. 

m ¥dd̈ mi ¦xi ¦X ©d, those songs, or those songs are.
o ¥dd̈ zFlEz §A ©d, those girls, or those girls are.

Possessive Pronouns

The possessive pronouns are based on the word l ¤W, of, plus the various pronominal suffixes.

Plural Singular

our, ours EpN̈ ¤W 1c my, mine i ¦N ¤W 1c

your, yours m¤kN̈ ¤W 2m your, yours L §N ¤W 2m

your, yours o ¤kN̈ ¤W 2f your, yours KN̈ ¤W 2f

their, theirs m ¤dN̈ ¤W 3m his FN ¤W 3m

their, theirs o ¤dN̈ ¤W 3f her, hers DN̈ ¤W 3f

The possessive pronouns generally follow the noun they are describing. The noun will always have
the article.
Examples: i ¦N ¤W qEQ ©d, my horse.

FN ¤W s ¤q ¤M ©d, his money.
m ¤dN̈ ¤W zFvẍ£̀ d̈, their (m) lands.
KN̈ ¤W z¤pŸz §M ©d, your (f) coat. In modern Hebrew z¤pŸzEM (z¤pŸz ªM) is the word shirt.
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Chapter Four: The Declension of Hebrew Nouns

Introduction

Declension refers to the various forms of a noun. As already discussed, endings on nouns change in
Hebrew as they do in English to form plurals. Other aspects of declension occur in a language that
has rather more inflection than English. Some peculiar idiomatic functions of the Hebrew noun must
be understood to gain a reading knowledge of the text of the Hebrew Bible.

The Pronominal Suffix

Pronominal suffixes are endings that are attached to Hebrew words for various reasons. With nouns
(and infinitives) pronominal suffixes show possession. For example, the word horse in Hebrew is
qEq. To say my horse, one may use a pronominal suffix rather than using a possessive pronoun as in
English. To write my horse one adds the pronominal suffix i ¦- to qEq so that it reads i ¦qEq.

The word horses is mi ¦qEq. To say my horses one must change the plural to the plural construct i ¥qEq.
This construction means the horses of. To say, the horses of me (my horses), one changes the plural
construct by changing the last vowel from tsere ¥- to patach ©-: i ©qEq. In fact, it is not necessary to go
through the process each time. One simply memorizes the plural form for my horses, i ©qEq. However,
the reason for the change is that pronominal suffixes are actually attached to the construct state form
of the noun. The plural construct sometimes has a different spelling than the singular, and this is
reflected in the regular forms for the pronominal suffixes.
Examples: qEq, horse.

i ¦qEqmy horse.
mi ¦qEq, horses.
i ©qEq, my horses.

The Construct State with Pronominal Suffixes

In Chapter Two, pg. 11, the idea of the construct state occurs. This discussion expands on the
previous, as it directly affects the idea of the pronominal sujffix.

The noun in the construct state (the first noun of the two, which some call the governing noun), will
not change if masculine. However, if the noun is feminine, changes in the construct state do occur.

A feminine termination d-̈ will change to z ©-.
Example: dẍR̈, cow, becomes z ©xR̈, the cows of, in the construct. The man’s cows will appear as z ©xR̈

Wi ¦̀ d̈, the cows of the man. The noun in the construct always has the word the before it in
translation, because it is considered definite.

Example: z ¦i ©A, house, becomes zi ¥A in the construct, the house of. The phrase the man’s house will
appear as Wi ¦̀ d̈ zi ¥A, the house of the man.

Nouns in the dual m ¦i ©- (see pg. 10 above) and the plural mi ¦- become i ¥-. The dual m ¦i ©- occurs with
both masculine and feminine nouns. The plural mi ¦- occurs mostly with masculine nouns, though
occasionally it appears with feminine nouns as well.
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Example: The word eyes is dual, m ¦i©pi¥r. The woman’s eyes is dẌ ¦̀ d̈ i¥pi¥r, the eyes of the woman.
Example: The word brothers is plural, mi ¦g ©̀ . A man’s brothers is Xi ¦̀  i ¥g£̀ , the brothers of a man.

Pronominal Suffixes Attached to Nouns
The following table indicates all the pronominal suffixes as attached to nouns.

Plural Suffixes Singular Suffixes
with pl. nouns with sing. nouns with pl. nouns with sing. nouns

1c Epi ¥- Ep ¥- 1c i ©- i ¦-
2m m¤ki ¥- m ¤k §- 2m Li ¤- L §-
2f o ¤ki ¥- o ¤k §- 2f K ¦i ©- K ¥-
3m m¤i ¥- m-̈ 3m ei-̈ F
3f o ¤di ¥- o-̈ 3f d̈i ¤- D-̈

Declension of the Masculine Nouns Horse and Song
Singular Masculine Noun, Singular Suffixes

singular noun horse qEq song xi ¦W

construct form the horse of qEq the song of xi ¦W

my horse i ¦qEq my song i ¦xi ¦W

your (m) horse L §qEq your (m) song L §xi ¦W

your (f) horse K¥qEq your (f) song K ¥xi ¦W

his horse FqEq his song Fxi ¦W

her horse Dq̈Eq her song D¨©xi ¦W

Singular Masculine Noun, Plural Suffixes

our horse Ep ¥qEq our song Ep ¥xi ¦W

your (m) horse m¤k §qEq your (m) song m¤k §xi ¦W

your (f) horse o ¤k §qEq your (f) song o ¤k §xi ¦W

their (m) horse mq̈Eq their (m) song mẍi ¦W

their (f) horse oq̈Eq their (f) song oẍi ¦W
Plural Masculine Noun, Singular Suffixes

plural noun horses mi ¦qEq songs mi ¦xi ¦W

construct form the horses of i ¥qEq the songs of i ¥xi ¦W

my horses i ©qEq my songs i ©xi ¦W

your (m) horses Li ¤qEq your (m) songs Li ¤xi ¦W

your (f) horses K ¦i ©qEq your (f) songs K ¦i ©xi ¦W

his horses eiq̈Eq his songs eiẍi ¦W

her horses d̈i ¤qEq her songs d̈i ¤xi ¦W
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Plural Noun, Plural Suffixes

our horses Epi ¥qEq our songs Epi ¥xi ¦W

your (m) horses m¤ki ¥qEq your (m) songs m¤ki ¥xi ¦W

your (f) horses o ¤ki ¥qEq your (f) songs o ¤ki ¥xi ¦W

their (m) horses m ¤di ¥qEq their (m) songs m ¤di ¥xi ¦W

their (f) horses o ¤di ¥qEq their (f) songs o ¤di ¥xi ¦W

Declension of the Feminine Nouns Mare and Cow
Singular Feminine Noun, Singular Suffixes

singular noun mare dq̈Eq cow dẍR̈

construct form the mare of z©qEq the cow of z ©xR̈

my mare i ¦zq̈Eq my cow i ¦zẍR̈

your (m) mare L §zq̈Eq your (m) cow L §zẍR̈

your (f) mare K ¥zq̈Eq your (f) cow K ©zẍR̈

his mare Fzq̈Eq his cow FzẍR̈

her mare Dz̈q̈Eq her cow Dz̈ẍR̈
Singular Feminine Noun, Plural Suffixes

our mare Ep ¥zq̈Eq our cow Ep ¥zẍR̈

your (m) mare m¤k §z ©qEq your (m) cow m¤k ¥z ©xR̈

your (f) mare o ¤k §z ©qEq your (f) cow o ¤k §z ©xR̈

their (m) mare mz̈q̈Eq their (m) cow mz̈ẍR̈

their (f) mare oz̈q̈Eq their (f) cow oz̈ẍR̈
Plural Feminine Noun, Singular Suffixes

plural noun mares zFqEq cows zFxR̈

construct form the mares of zFqEq the cows of zFxR̈

my mares i ©zFqEq my cows i ©zFxR̈

your (m) mares Li ¤zFqEq your (m) cows Li ¤zFxR̈

your (f) mares K ¦i ©zFqEq your (f) cows K ¦i ©zFxR̈

his mares eiz̈FqEq his cows eiz̈FxR̈

her mares d̈i ¤zFqEq her cows d̈i ¤zFxR̈
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Plural Feminine Noun, Plural Suffixes
our mares Epi ¥zFqEq our cows Epi ¥zFxR̈

your (m) mares m¤ki ¥zFqEq your (m) cows m¤ki ¥zFxR̈

your (f) mares o ¤ki ¥zFqEq your (f) cows oki ¥zFxR̈

their (m) mares m ¤di ¥zFqEq their (m) cows m ¤di ¥zFxR̈

their (f) mares o ¤di ¥zFqEq their (f) cows o ¤di ¥zFxR̈

Changeable Nouns

Some unusual nouns change their pronunciation when going from singulars to plurals. The vowels
may not follow the patterns on the previous pages, or the consonants may change from the singular to
the plural. Others have unusual plural or dual endings. For instance, some masculine nouns will take
feminine endings in the plural. This, of course, affects the construct form and also the declension
with pronominal suffixes. Below is a list of common changeable nouns. The nouns are masculine
unless otherwise noted by (f) following the noun. They should be memorized.

Table of Changeable Nouns
English Singular Plural English Singular Plural

father a ῭ zFa ῭ heart aä¥l zFa©a §l

mother (f) m ¥̀ zFO ¦̀ work d ¤U£r ©n mi ¦U£r ©n

man Wi ¦̀ mi ¦Wp̈£̀ place mFwn̈ zFnFw §n

woman (f) dẌ ¦̀ mi ¦Wp̈ boy x©r©p mixr̈ §p

brother g ῭ mi ¦d ©̀ girl (f) dẍ£r©p zFxr̈ §p

sister (f) zFg ῭ zFig̈£̀ soul (f) W¤t¤p zFWẗ §p

stone (f) o ¤a ¤̀ mi ¦pä£̀ book x¤t ¥q mi ¦xẗ §q

land (f) u ¤x ¤̀ zFvẍ£̀ slave c¤a¤r mi ¦cä ©r

ear (f) o¤fŸ̀ (dual) m ¦i©p §f ῭ eye (f) o ¦i ©r (dual) m ¦i©pi¥r

son o ¥A mi ¦pÄ city (f) xi ¦r mi ¦xr̈

daughter (f) z©A zFpÄ people mr̈ mi ¦O©r

house z ¦i ©A mi ¦YÄ door g ©z ¤R mi ¦gz̈ §R

way K ¤x ¤C mi ¦kẍ §C head W Ÿ̀x mi ¦W`ẍ

mountain x ©d mi ¦xd̈ foot (f) l¤b ¤x (dual) m ¦i ©l §b ©x

month WcŸg mi ¦Wc̈¢g spirit (f) ©gEx zFgEx

day mFi mi ¦nï field d ¤cÜ zFcÜ

hand (f) cï (dual) m ¦i ©cï prince x ©U mi ¦xÜ

sea mï mi ¦O©i tribe h¤a ¥W mi ¦hä §W
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English Singular Plural English Singular Plural

child (boy) c¤l¤i mi ¦cl̈ §i judge h¥tFW mi ¦h §tFW

priest o ¥dŸM mi ¦p£dŸM ox xFW mi ¦xë §W

dog a¤l ¤M mi ¦al̈ §M year dp̈Ẅ mi ¦pẄ

vessel i ¦l ¤M mi ¦l ¥M gate x©r ©W mi ¦xr̈ §y

king j¤l ¤n mi ¦kl̈ §n

Declension of the Irregular Nouns Son and Brother
Singular Noun, Singular Suffixes

singular noun son o ¥A brother g ῭

construct the son of o ¤A the brother of i ¦g£̀

my son i ¦p §A my brother i ¦g ῭

your (m) son L §p ¦A your (m) brother Li ¦g ῭

your (f) son K©p ¦A your (f) brother Ki ¦g ῭

his son Fp §A his brother ei ¦g ῭

her son Dp̈ §A her brother d̈i ¦g ῭
Singular Noun, Plural Suffixes

our son Ep¥p §A our brother Epi ¦g ῭

your (m) son m¤k §p ¦A your (m) brother m¤ki ¦g£̀

your (f) son o ¤k §p ¦A your (f) brother o ¤ki ¦g£̀

their (m) son mp̈ §A their (m) brother m ¤di ¦g£̀

their (f) son op̈ §A their (f) brother o ¤di ¦g£̀
Plural Noun, Singular Suffixes

plural noun sons mi ¦pÄ brothers mi ¦g ©̀
construct the sons of i¥p §A the brothers of i ¥g£̀

my sons i©pÄ my brothers i ©g ©̀

your (m) sons Li¤pÄ your (m) brothers Li ¤g ©̀
your (f) sons K ¦i©pÄ your (f) brothers K ¦i ©g ©̀
his sons eip̈Ä his brothers eig̈ ¤̀
her sons d̈i¤pÄ her brothers d̈i ¤g ©̀
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Plural Noun, Plural Suffixes
our sons Epi¥pÄ our brothers Epi ¥g ©̀

your (m) sons m¤ki¥p §A your (m) brothers m¤ki ¥g£̀

your (f) sons o ¤ki¥p §A your (f) brothers o ¤ki ¥g£̀

their (m) sons m ¤di¥p §A their (m) brothers m ¤di ¥g£̀

their (f) sons o ¤di¥p §A their (f) brothers o ¤di ¥g£̀
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Chapter Five: The Hebrew Adjective

Introduction

An adjective is a word that modifies a noun or pronoun. The word the is considered an adjective, but
is called by the name article.

The adjective has three basic uses, the attributive use, the predicate use, and the substantive use. The
attributive use is the most common. In Hebrew the attributive adjective commonly follows the noun
which it modifies.

The predicate use is almost as common as the attributive use, since there is no written be verb in
simple declarative sentences. The subject of the clause precedes the adjective in these cases, and a
form of to be must be supplied in translation.

The substantive use, where the adjective stands for the noun, is common, with regular adjectives, as
well as with participles (verbal adjectives) which stand for a noun.

Some Common Adjectives
good aFH bad rẍ black xFgẄ
big lFcB̈ small oḧẅ white oäl̈

much a ©x guilty m ¥W ῭ handsome d¤tï

many mi ¦A ©x all lŸM beautiful dẗï

old (people) o ¥wf̈ young xi ¦rv̈ near aFxẅ

old (things) oẄï holy Fcẅ
W

far wFgẍ
heavy c¥aM̈ hungry a¥rẍ full `¥ln̈

straight xẄï strong wf̈g̈ wise mk̈g̈

Adjective Agreement

Adjectives agree with the noun they modify in two ways: gender and number. Since there are two
genders, every adjective has both a masculine and a feminine form. Since there are two numbers,
singular and plural (dual is considered plural for adjectives), both masculine and feminine adjectives
have a singular and a plural form.

It is best to memorize adjectives in all four forms. Below is a convenient table with several adjectives
to help begin the process:

Masc. Sing. Fem. Sing. Masc. Pl. Fem. Pl.
good aFh däFh mi ¦aFh zFaFh

big, strong lFcB̈ dl̈Fc §B mi ¦lFc §B zFlFc §B
holy WFcẅ dẄFc §w mi ¦WFc §w zFWFc §w
near aFxẅ däFx §w mi ¦aFx §w zFaFx §w
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Masc. Sing. Fem. Sing. Masc. Pl. Fem. Pl.
far wFgẍ dẅFg §x mi ¦wFg §x zFwFg §x
old o ¥wf̈ dp̈ ¥w §f mi ¦p ¥w §f zFp ¥w §f

heavy c¥aM̈ dc̈ ¥a §M mi ¦c ¥a §M zFc ¥a §M
hungry a¥rẍ dä¥r §x mi ¦a¥r §x zFa¥r §x

full `¥ln̈ d ῭ ¥l §n mi ¦̀ ¥l §n zF`¥l §n
straight xẄï dẍẄ §i mi ¦xẄ §i zFxẄ §i

strong wf̈g̈ dẅf̈ §g mi ¦wf̈ §g zFwf̈ §g
wise mk̈g̈ dn̈k̈ §g mi ¦nk̈ §g zFnk̈ §g
new Wc̈g̈ dẄc̈ §g mi ¦Wc̈ §g ziWc̈ §g

The Attributive Adjective

Adjectives attribute a quality to a noun. The normal order is to place the adjective just before the
noun. The statement, That was a good breakfast, attributes a quality of goodness to one’s breakfast.
In Hebrew, however, the attributive adjective normally follows immediately after the noun that it
modifies. If the noun has the article, the attributive adjective or adjectives must also have the article. 

The Anarthrous Attributive Adjective

In the following examples, we find the adjective phrase used without the article Î ©d on either the noun
or the adjective.
Examples: lFcb̈ d ¤Y §W ¦n, a great feast (Genesis 21:8).

aFh Wi ¦̀ , a good man.
däFh dẌ ¦̀ , a good woman.
mi ¦aFh mi ¦Wp̈£̀ , good men.
zFaFh mi ¦Wp̈, good women.

Note: The plural of woman appears to have a masculine form. However, the adjective has the
feminine form. A number of feminine nouns appear to take masculine plurals, which is an idiom of
the language that must be learned as part of one’s vocabulary study. In the Hebrew text, the best way
to determine a masculine or feminine noun is the form of the adjectives used with it.

The Articular Attributive Adjective

In the following examples, both the nouns and the attributive adjectives have the article. This is the
normal practice, though at times the adjective will have the article when the noun does not. In such
cases, however, the noun is considered definite even though it does not have the article.
Examples: aFH ©d Wi ¦̀ d̈, the good man.

mi ¦aFH ©d mi ¦Wp̈£̀ d̈, the good men.
däFH ©d dẌ ¦̀ d̈, the good woman.
zFaFH ©d mi ¦WP̈ ©d, the good women.
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Sometimes the attributive adjective will have the article when the noun that it modifies does not. In
such cases, the noun is considered definite even though it does not have the article.
Example: zŸaŸH ©d zŸxR̈, the good cows, (Genesis 41:26) Note the defective spelling of zŸaŸH ©d.

i ¦ri ¦a §X ©d mFi, the seventh day (Exodus 20:10).

The Demonstrative Pronoun with the Articular Adjective

If a demonstrative pronoun is used with the adjective, it also has the article and is usually last in the
adjective list.

Example: z Ÿ̀G ©d dr̈ẍd̈ dg̈R̈ §W ¦O ©d, this evil family (tribe, clan, Jeremiah 8:3).

Some adjectives regularly precede their nouns. This is true of numbers and the adjectives mi ¦A ©x
(many), and lŸM (all).
Example: mi ¦pä dẄl §W, three sons, (Genesis 6:10). Note: The lamed (l) in dẄl §W appears to have no

vowel. The dot over the following shin (W) operates as the vowel cholem ( Ÿ  ).
Examples: mi ¦cÏ ©v mi ¦A ©x, many hunters (Jeremiah 16:16).

`äS̈ ©d lŸM, all the host.

If the noun that the adjective modifies is connected with a noun in the construct state, both nouns
precede the adjective.
Example: dl̈Fc §B ad̈f̈ z ¤x ¤h£r ©e, and a large crown of gold (Esther 8:15). Lit. and a crown of gold
large.

When attributive adjectives occur with inflected nouns (nouns with pronominal suffixes), the
inflected noun is considered definite without the article.
Examples: aFH ©d i ¦qEq,my good horse. Lit. the horse of me the good.

dẄFc §T ©d FzẍFY, His righteous law. Lit. the law of Him the righteous.
zFdŸa §B ©d Li ¤zFnFg, your high walls. Lit. the walls of you the high.

The Nominal (noun) Sentence and the Predicate Adjective

Hebrew does not use the state-of-being verb to be in regular nominal sentence construction with
predicate nouns or adjectives. The predicate adjective has specific requirements in such a
construction. 

1. A nominal sentence or clause occurs when an adjective without the article ©d either follows or
precedes a noun with the article, or a pronoun.

2. The nominal sentence or clause has no written verb, so the verb is (or are with plural subjects) is
understood. Therefore, the adjective is considered to be a predicate adjective, and in translation it
follows the understood verb.

3. When a question word occurs (such as i ¦n, who?), the predicate adjective is often without the
article.
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4. Adjectives agree with the nouns they modify in both gender and number. For the purpose of
agreement, dual nouns take plural adjectives (dual adjectives do not occur in Hebrew).

5. Adjectives form the feminine singular by adding dÎ̈ to the masculine singular form.

6. If the first vowel of the adjective is -̈, when the feminine ending is added it is shortened to §-.
Thus in the example His righteous law above, the masculine adjective righteous, WFcẅ, becomes
dẄFc §w since the word law (dẍFz) is feminine.

Examples: Wi ¦̀ d̈ aFh, the man is good. Lit. Good is the man.
dŸ ©̀  wi ¦C ©v, you (masc. sing.) are righteous, (Jeremiah 12:1). Lit. Righteous you are.
?mk̈g̈ i ¦n who is wise? (Hosea 14:10).
m ¤Y ©̀  mi ¦pÄ, you are sons (Deuteronomy 14:1). Lit. sons are you.

The Substantival Adjective

Occasionally in Hebrew an adjective will stand for the noun it is modifying. This construction is
much rarer than in English or Greek.
Examples: il̈r̈ mi ¦nẅ mi ¦A ©xmany (mi ¦A ©x) are rising against me (Psalm 3:2, referring to many people).

aM̈ §x ¦p l ©w l©r §e and on a swift one (l ©w) we will ride (Isaiah 30:16, referring to a horse).
mi ¦nk̈£d c ¥kŸl, He captures the wise one (mi ¦nk̈£d), (Job 5:13, referring to wise people)

Comparison of Adjectives

The three degrees of the adjective are the positive, the comparative and the superlative. The positive
degree is the simple use of the adjective as in the above examples.

The Comparative Degree

There is no specific word in Hebrew meaning than, as in love is better than money. To indicate
comparison, a special use of the preposition o ¦n, from or of, attaches to the noun which follows the
adjective, using a shortened form of o ¦n, which drops the o. The adjective is translated as a
comparative (good becomes better, big becomes bigger, etc.). The prefixed În is translated than. As
with the attached article, dagesh is placed in the first letter of the noun if possible. (Remember that
the laryngals cannot take dagesh. See Chapter One.)
Examples: ad̈G̈ ¦n aFH, better than gold.

W©a §C ¦n wFzn̈, sweeter than honey (Judges 14:18) 

i ¦P ¤O ¦n wf̈g̈, stronger than I.

If an adjective precedes the noun, the În will be attached to the adjective.

Example: z©I ©g lŸM ¦n mExr̈, more subtle than any (lŸM ¦n) living thing (Genesis 3:1).

The Superlative Degree

To indicate the superlative degree Hebrew places the article Î ©d before the adjective. The noun may
have ÎAbefore it, but this is not required.
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Examples: mi ¦qEQ ©A aFH ©d the best horses. Lit. the good one among the horses.
oḧT̈ ©d Fp §A his smallest (youngest) son. Lit. his son the small one.

A special use of o ¦n occurs when an implied comparison is beyond possibility. In English, the adverb
too is used to express this condition.
Example: mr̈d̈ ¥n d ¤Wẅ too hard (difficult) for the people. In this case the ¥n is not directly translatable.
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Chapter Six: The Hebrew Preposition

Introduction

A preposition is a word that shows a relationship between its object and some other word in a
sentence or clause. English is rich in prepositions, but Hebrew is not. The most common English
prepositions are in the table below:

about besides inside since

above between into through

across beyond like throughout

after but (except) near till

against by of to

along concerning off toward

among despite on under

around down onto underneath

at during out until

before except outside up

behind excepting over upon

below for past with

beneath from regarding within

beside in round without

In addition to the common prepositions above, English also has two, three and four word phrasal
prepositions. Below is a table of the most common.

according to by way of in spite of

along with due to instead of

apart from except for on account of

as for in addition to out of

as regards in case of up to

as to in front of with reference to

because of in lieu of with regard to

by means of in place of with respect to

by reason of in regard to with the exception of
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Some Common Hebrew Prepositions

Most Hebrew prepositions, like the article, attach directly to their objects. However, the prepositions
meaning with (z ¤̀ , z ¥̀ , and m ¦r) stand unattached as do several others. In addition, the Hebrew
prepositions from, o ¦n, and to, l ¤̀  have two forms, one that stands unattached, and one that is attached.
The attached form of from ( ¦n) also adds a dagesh to the next letter if possible. One preposition, like
or as, has three forms, one attached, and two unattached. Note the table below.

Unattached Attached

from o ¦n ¦n

to l ¤̀ §l

like, as Fn §M ,x ¤W£̀ ©M §M

Some Preposition Forms with Nouns

in a city xi ¦r §A in, at, by, with §A

to a king K¤l ¤O §l to, at, for, towards §l

like a man Wi ¦̀ §M as, like, according to §M

from Soloman dŸnŸl §W o ¦n from, out of o ¦n

from Solomon dŸnŸl §X ¦n from, out of ¦n

with my cow i ¦zẍR̈ z ¤̀ with z ¤̀

with your (masc. sing.) cow L §zẍR̈ m ¦r with m ¦r

Remember that in the construct state the noun is considered definite even without the article ©d.
Therefore the phrase K¤l ¤n §l may mean to a king. In the construct state, that is, when followed by a
noun, it means to the king of. Only context can determine which is correct.

With attached prepositions, the article is dropped and the preposition takes the vowel of the article.
Thus, to express the statement to the king one does not say K¤l ¤O ©d §l but ratherK¤l ¤O©l.
Examples: in the city, xi ¦rd̈ §A becomes xi ¦rÄ. Note that ©d becomes d̈ before r.

like the man,Wi ¦̀ d̈ §M becomes Wi ¦̀ M̈. Note that ©d becomes d̈ before `.

Several Preposition Forms Unattached

The following list of prepositions stand unattached to their objects.

Translation Preposition

behind, after i ¥x£g ©̀  ,x ©g ©̀

to, at, for, towards l ¤̀

near, close by l¤v ¥̀
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Translation Preposition

with z ¥̀

between oi ¥A

within, in the middle KFz §A

beneath, under, instead of z ©g ©Y

as, like, according to Fn §M ,x ¤W£̀ ©M

in front of, before i¥p §t ¦l

from, out of o ¦n

during, until c©r

on, upon, by l©r

with m ¦r

Prepositions with Pronominal Suffixes

If the object of the preposition is a pronoun, the preposition takes a pronominal suffix instead of
being attached to the pronoun itself. To say to me one says i ¦l, the yod (i) being the first person
pronominal suffix meaning me. To say with me, one says either i ¦O ¦r or i ¦Y ¦̀ . In the charts below you
will find several examples of prepositions with pronominal suffixes, including the preposition as, §M,
which uses a longer form that includes n. This form is derived from the unattached form.

Some Common Prepositions with Pronominal Suffixes

Singular

like §M to §l in §A

like me i ¦pŸnM̈ to me i ¦l in me i ¦A

like you (m) LŸnM̈ to you (m) L §l in you (m) L §A

like you (f) KŸnM̈ to you (f) Kl̈ in you (f) KÄ

like him EdŸnM̈ to him Fl in him FA

like her d̈ŸnM̈ to her Dl̈ in her DÄ
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Plural

like us EpŸnM̈ to us Epl̈ in us EpÄ

like you (m) m¤kM̈ to you (m) m¤kl̈ in you (m) m¤kÄ

like you (f) o ¤kM̈ to you (f) o ¤kl̈ in you (f) o ¤kÄ

like them (m) m ¤dM̈ ,m ¤dŸnM to them (m) m ¤dl̈ in them (m) mÄ ,m ¤dÄ

like them (f) o ¤dM̈ to them (f) o ¤dl̈ in them (f) o ¤dÄ

The unusual Hebrew idiom EdŸnM̈ i ¦pŸnM̈  means I am like him. Literally it says, Like me like him.

Below you will find two different words that mean with. One, z ¥̀ , looks similar to the sign of the
direct object. Also, the personal pronouns in the objective case provided in “Chapter Three, The
Hebrew Pronoun” are actually the sign of the direct objectwith the pronominal suffixes attached. Do
not confuse this direct object indicator with the preposition with, which also takes the pronominal
suffixes. Study by saying each aloud, and note the differences in pronunciation by comparing the
vocalization of the two tables.

Singular

with z ¤̀  ,z ¥̀ with m ¦r

with me i ¦Y ¦̀ with me i ¦O ¦r

with you (m) L §Y ¦̀ with you (m) L §O ¦r

with you (f) KŸ ¦̀ with you (f) KÖ ¦r

with him FY ¦̀ with him FO ¦r

with her DŸ ¦̀ with her DÖ ¦r

Plural

with us EpŸ ¦̀ with us EpÖ ¦r

with you (m) m¤kŸ ¦̀ with you (m) m¤kÖ ¦r

with you (f) o ¤kŸ ¦̀ with you (f) o ¤kÖ ¦r

with them (m) m ¤dŸ ¦̀ with them (m) m ¤dÖ ¦r

with then (f) o ¤dŸ ¦̀ with then (f) o ¤dÖ ¦r

Some Irregular Prepositions with Pronominal Suffixes

The prepositions, ¦n from, l©r, on, upon, or by, and l ¤̀ , to or unto,should be observed closely. All are
somewhat irregular when they take pronominal suffixes. See the table below.
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Singular

to l ¤̀ on, upon, by l©r from ¦n

to me i ©l ¥̀ on me i ©lr̈ from me i ¦p ¤O ¦n

to you (m) Li¤l ¥̀ on you (m) Li¤lr̈ from you (m) L §O ¦n

to you (f) K ¦i ©l ¥̀ on you (f) K ¦i ©lr̈ from you (f) K ¥O ¦n

to him eil̈ ¥̀ on him eil̈r̈ from him Ep ¤O ¦n

to her d̈i¤l ¥̀ on her d̈i¤lr̈ from her dP̈ ¤O ¦n

Plural

to us Epi¥l ¥̀ on us Epi¥lr̈ from us iP ¤n ¦n

to you (m) m¤ki¥l£̀ on you (m) m¤ki¥l£r from you (m) m¤k ¦n

to you (f) o ¤ki¥l£̀ on you (f) o ¤ki¥l£r from you (f) o ¤k ¦n

to them (m) m ¤di¥l£̀ on them (m) m ¤di¥l£r from them (m) m ¤d ¥n

to them (f) o ¤di¥l£̀ on them (f) o ¤di¥l£r from them (f) o ¤d ¥n
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Chapter Seven: The Hebrew Negative and the Inflected Adverb

The Hebrew Negatives

The Common Hebrew Negative

The most common Hebrew negative is, Ÿ̀l sometimes (rarely) written as `Fl. It is an adverb and
should be translated no or not. When used withlŸMorlM̈ meaning any or all, Ÿ̀l expresses emphatic
negation. Therefore,lŸM Ÿ̀l should be translated not any or none whatever.
Example: FC ©a §l mc̈ ῭ d̈ zFi¡d aFhÎŸ̀ l ,mi ¦dŸl¡̀  dedi x ¤n Ÿ̀I ©e And Yahweh Elohim said, It is not good

(aFhÎŸ̀ l) for the man to be (zFi¡d) alone.

Negative Commands, Conditions, Desires, etc.

Another negative used in negative commands is l ©̀ , no or not. Often it occurs with verbs in the
jussive to introduce prohibitions, warnings, negative desires and requests. For more on the Hebrew
verb and its various uses, including negative commands and the jussive, see “Chapter Nine, The
Hebrew Verbal System.”
Example: ...dedi K¥r ¦WFiÎl ©̀  x ¤nŸI ©e And he said, if Yahweh will not help you... (2 Kings 6:27). In this

case the negative l ©̀ , combined with the jussive verb K¥r ¦WFi, indicates condition.

Example:  ...`ẍ¥iÎl ©̀  Wi ¦̀ Îm©b §e, And also do not let a man be seen... (Exodus 34:3). In this case, the
combination of l ©̀  with the nifal jussive verb indicates a negative command.

The Negation of Nouns and Participles

A third important negative is oi ¥̀ . It is used with nouns, infinitives, and participles, as well as being
used as an inflected adverb (see below). Note the example below where oi ¥̀  negates a participle rather
than a verb.
Example: .dẍFY ©d z ¤̀  x ¥nFW c ¦eC̈ oi ¥̀ , David is not keeping the law. The word x ¥nFW, is keeping, is a

participle from xn̈ ©W, keep or guard, rather than a finite verb.
Example: dn̈c̈£̀ ©d z ¤̀  cŸa£̀ ©l oi ©̀  mc̈ ῭ §e (Genesis 2:5). There was no man to work the ground. This is a

nominal clause, with the understood verb was. Technically the negative oi ©̀  modifies the
infinitive cŸa£̀ ©l, to work. Literally it means “There was not to work the ground a man.”

The Interrogative Negative

The negative Ÿ̀l is used with the article to form an interrogative negative Ÿ̀l ©d, meaning is not? or are
not? It is often used when the questioner asks a question expecting an affirmative answer.
Example: ?Li¤pẗ §l u ¤x ῭ d̈Îlk̈ Ÿ̀l£d, Is not the whole land before you? (Genesis 13:9). The question is

rhetorical, assuming the correct answer, Yes, the whole land is before me.

The English equivalent makes a statement into a negative question. For example, The whole land is
before you, isn’t it?
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The Inflected Adverbial Negative

This construction, completely foreign to English speakers, allows the Hebrew speaker or writer to
formulate a negative assertion by inflecting the negative adverb oi ¥̀ . Note the translations below.

Plural Singular

we are not EP¤pi ¥̀ I am not i ¦P¤pi ¥̀

you are not (m) m¤k §pi ¥̀ you are not (m) L §pi ¥̀

you are not (f) o ¤k §pi ¥̀ you are not (f) K¥pi ¥̀

they are not (m) mp̈i ¥̀ he is not EP¤pi ¥̀

they are not (f) op̈i ¥̀ she is not dP̈¤pi ¥̀

Note that the third masculine singular, he is not, is identical to the first common plural, we are not.
Only context will determine the difference.

Examples: .o ¥c §x ©d ©d z ¤̀  x ¥aFr i ¦P¤pi ¥̀ , I am not passing over Jordan.
.m ¤g¤l l ¥kF` L §pi ¥̀ ,You (m,s) are not eating bread.
.zFk §lFd dp̈i ¥̀ ,They (f) are not going.

Each of the verbal ideas in the above example are actually participles. The inflected adverboi ¥̀  is not
used with perfect or imperfect verbs.

The Inflection of the Adverb “Still”

Another adverb that can be inflected is cFr, meaning still.

Plural Singular

we are still Ep ¥cFr I am still i ¦cFr ,i ¦P ¤cFr

you are still (m) m¤k §cFr you are still (m) L §cFr

you are still (f) o ¤k §cFr you are still (f) Kc̈Fr

they are still (m) mc̈Fr he is still EP ¤cFr

they are still (f) oc̈Fr she is still dp̈ ¤cFr

Again note that the third person masculine singular and the first person plural are the same form.
Context will determine the meaning.
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Chapter Eight: The Hebrew Numbers
General Rules for Hebrew Numbers

Since numbers are adjectives, they follow the same rules as other adjectives.  Because Hebrew has
both masculine and feminine nouns, numbers must agree with the nouns they modify in both gender
and number.
Example: dp̈Ẅ zF` ¥n r ©A §x ©̀ , four hundred years. Since the word years, dp̈Ẅ, is feminine, the

compound number four hundred, zF` ¥n r ©A §x ©̀  is feminine. Note that while the first
number, four, (r©A §x ©̀ ) is femine singular construct, the second number, hundred (zF` ¥n),
which directly modifies its noun, is the absolute feminine plural. This is because the noun
being modified, dp̈Ẅ, years, is feminine and viewed as a plural. While dp̈Ẅ is a singular
noun, it is considered a plural, and is correctly translated years.

Example: l ¤w ¤W mi ¦r §a ¦W seventy shekels. Since the noun shekels is masculine, the number seventy is
masculine plural. Again, l ¤w ¤W (shekels) is an absolute noun in the singular form, used as a
plural.

Like all adjectives, numbers can be used as nouns (substantives). They are used in construct in the
same way that nouns are, and function in an identical way in construct situations.

Special Rules for Hebrew Numbers

1. The number one, used as a normal attributive adjective, always follows the noun it modifies.
Examples: cg̈ ¤̀  Wi ¦̀ , one man.

z ©g ©̀  dẌ ¦̀ , one woman.

2. The other numbers are usually placed before the noun, and can be in construct form, used as
substantives, though the construct form does not always occur. See the first example below.

Examples: mi ¦nï dẌ ¦W or mi ¦nï z ¤W ¥W, six days. The first is absolute, the second is construct.
mi ¦Wp̈ W ¥W, six women.

3. To express the age of a person use o ¤A, son, for a male and z©A, daughter, for a female. The
masculine o ¤A is the singular construct for o ¥A. The feminine construct noun z©A, like all feminine
singular nouns, has no change in spelling for the construct.

Examples:  o ¤A `Ed1.mi ¦pẄ WlẄ , he is three years old, (Lit. he is a son of three years).
2.mi ¦pẄ r ©W ¥Y z ©A `e ¦d , she is nine years old, (Lit. she is a daughter of nine years).

4. Strangely, the number one cg̈ ¤̀  has a plural form! The plural mi ¦cg̈£̀  means literally ones, an
English absurdity, but in Hebrew means a few:

Examples: mi ¦cg̈£̀  mi ¦xẗ §q, a few books.
mi ¦cg̈£̀  mi ¦xä §C, a few things.

1 The Hebrew number three in the first example is pronouned shalosh. The dot over the second shin acts as a cholem for
the letter lamed.
2 The Hebrew pronoun for she is pronounced he. The vav is a silent place holder for the vowel in unpointed Hebrew. Like
the yod, it causes the preceding vowel point be pronounced with a long e sound.
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5. The number two is naturally dual: m ¦i©p §W (m) andm ¦i ©Y §W (f). It is rarely used in this form, however.
Usually it comes before its noun and has a construct form:i¥p §W (m) andi ¥Y §W (f).

Example: Usually mi ¦cl̈ §i i¥p §W two boys or children,but rarely as an attributive adjective,m ¦i©p §W mi ¦cl̈ §i.

6. The number two when inflected with pronominal suffixes means both of.
Examples: Epi¥p §W, (m), Epi ¥Y §W, (f) both of us.

m¤ki¥p §W , (m), o ¤ki¥p §W, (f), both of you.
m ¤di¥p §W (m),o ¤di¥p §W, (f) both of them.
z ¦iÄ ©d l ¤̀  Ek §ld̈ o ¤di¥p §W. , Both of them (f) went to the house.
z ¦iÄ ©d l ¤̀  Ek §ld̈ m ¤di¥p §W. , Both of them (m) went to the house.

The Cardinal Numbers

The Numbers from One to Ten

The numbers from 1-10 have four forms, masculine and feminine absolute and construct. The
masculine absolute is the dictionary form. In modern Hebrew, the digits (numbers) are represented by
the letters of the alef-bet.

Feminine Masculine

Construct Absolute Construct Absolute

z ©g ©̀ z ©g ©̀ c ©g ©̀ cg̈ ¤̀ ` 1

i ¥Y §W m ¦i ©Y §W i¥p §W m ¦i©p §W a 2

z ¤Wl §W dẄl §W Wl §W WlẄ b 3

z©r ©A §x ©̀ dr̈Ä §x ©̀ rÄ §x ©̀ r ©A §x ©̀ c 4

z ¤W ¥n£g dẌ ¦n£g W ¥n£g W ¥ng̈ d 5

z ¤W ¥W dẌ ¦W W ¥W W ¥W e 6

z©r §a ¦W dr̈ §a ¦W d©a §W r©a ¤W f 7

z©pŸn §W dp̈Ÿn §W d¥pŸn §W d¤pŸn §W g 8

z©r §W ¦Y dr̈ §W ¦Y r ©W §Y r ©W ¥Y h 9

z ¤x ¤U£r dẍÜ£r x ¤U¤r x ¤U¤r i 10
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The Compound Numbers from Eleven to Nineteen1

Feminine Masculine

d ¥x §U¤r z ©g ©̀
or

d ¥x §U¤r i ¥YW©r

xÜr̈ c ©g ©̀
or

xÜr̈ i ¥Y §W©r

11

d ¥x §U¤r mi ¥Y §W
or

d ¥x §U¤r i ¥Y §W

xÜr̈ mi¥p §W
or

xÜr̈ i¥p §W

12

d ¥x §U¤r Wl §W xÜr̈ dẄl §W 13

d ¥x §U¤r r ©A §x ©̀ xÜr̈ dr̈Ä §x ©̀ 14

d ¥x §U¤r W ¥n£g xÜr̈ dẌ ¦n£g 15

d ¥x §U¤r W ¥W xÜr̈ dẌ ¦W 16

d ¥x §U¤r r ©a §W xÜr̈ dr̈ §a ¦W 17

d ¥x §U¤r d¤pFn §W xÜr̈ dp̈Fn §W 18

d ¥x §U¤r d ©W §Y xÜr̈ dr̈ §W ¦Y 19

The Numbers from Twenty to Ninety2

Feminine Masculine

mi ¦x §U¤r 20

z ©g ©̀ §e mi ¦x §U¤r og̈ ¤̀ §e mi ¦x §U¤r 21

m ¦i ©Y §WE mi ¦x §U¤r m ¦i©p §WE mi ¦x §U¤r 22

mi ¦Wl §W 30

mi ¦rÄ §x ©̀ 40

mi ¦X ¦n£g 50

mi ¦X ¦W 60

mi ¦r §a ¦W 70

mi ¦pFn ¦W 80

mi ¦r §W ¦Y 90

1 With compound numbers variations occur. I have included variations only for the numbers 11 and 12.
2 I have included the patterns for the numbers 21-22. The rest of the numbers are formed similiarly through 99.
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The Numbers from One Hundred to Nine Hundred

d ῭ ¥n 100

m ¦i ©z`n̈ 200

Wl §W 300

zF` ¥n r ©A §x ©̀ 400

zF` ¥n W ¥n£g 500

zF` ¥n W ¥W 600

zF` ¥n r ©a §W 700

zF` ¥n d¤pFn §W 800

zF` ¥n r ©W §Y 900

The Numbers from One Thousand to Ten Thousand

s¤l ¤̀ 1000

m ¦i ©R §l ©̀ 2000

mi ¦tl̈£̀  z ¤Wl §W 3000

mi ¦tl̈£̀  z©r ©A §x ©̀ 4000

mi ¦tl̈£̀  z ¤W ¥n£g 5000

mi ¦tl̈£̀  z ¤W ¥W 6000

mi ¦tl̈£̀  z©r §a ¦W 7000

mi ¦tl̈£̀  z©pFn §W 8000

mi ¦tl̈£̀  z©r §W ¦Y 9000

dää §x 10000

1. Strangely, though translated as plurals, the following Hebrew nouns remain singular after all
numbers above ten: Wi ¦̀ , man; mFi, day; dp̈Ẅ, year; W¤t¤p, soul; h¤e ¥W, tribe; dÖ ©̀ , cubit; l ¤w ¤W,
shekel.

Examples: Wi ¦̀  xÜ ©r c ©g ©̀ , eleven men.
dp̈Ẅ d ¥x §U¤r r ©a §W, seventeen years.
dÖ ©̀  mi ¦Wl §W, thirty cubits.
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2. To combine numbers use the word and between the elements.
Examples: dẌ ¦W §e mi ¦x §U¤r §e c ῭ ¥n, one hundred and twenty and six.

dp̈Ÿn §WE mi ¦X ¦W §e zF` ¥n Wl §W, three hundred and sixty and eight.
dẄl §WE zF` ¥n r ©W §zE s¤l ¤̀ , one thousand and nine hundred and three.

The Ordinal Numbers

Feminine Masculine

dp̈FW` ¦x oFW` ¦x first

zi ¦p ¥W i ¦p ¥W second

zi ¦Wi ¦l §W i ¦Wi ¦l §W third

zi ¦ri ¦a §x i ¦ri ¦a §x fourth

zi ¦Wi ¦n£g i ¦Wi ¦n£g fifth

zi ¦X ¦W i ¦X ¦W sixth

zi ¦ri ¦a §W i ¦ri ¦a §c seventh

zi ¦pi ¦n §W i ¦pi ¦n §W eighth

zi ¦ri ¦W §Y i ¦ri ¦W §Y ninth

zi ¦xi ¦U£r i ¦xi ¦U£r tenth

1. Ordinals are considered adjectives. Therefore, they follow their noun and often have the article.
Examples: oFW` ¦xd̈ mFI ©d, the first day.

zi ¦Wi ¦l §X ©d dp̈Ẍ ©d, the third year.

2. The ordinals above ten are identical to their corresponding cardinals.
Example: mi ¦Wl §W mFI ©d, the thirtieth day.
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Chapter Nine: The Hebrew Verbal System

The Triliteral Root

1. The term triliteral root refers to the fact that the great majority of verbal stems are formed from
three letters. Biliteral roots (roots with only two letters) are few in number. Biliteral roots are
sometimes called “hollow verbs” because they are missing the middle letter. These are covered in
“Chapter Eleven, Changes in Pronunciation in Weak and Hollow Verbs.”

2, When looking up a verb in a Hebrew dictionary or lexicon, one must look up the word according
to its root. Verbs are alphabetized according to the three letters of their roots, which is best seen
in the qal (easy) conjugation, third person masculine form of the perfect tense. If a verb has a
biliteral root, a vav pointed as cholem (F) occurs between the letters for lexical purposes.

3. However, Hebrew analytical lexicons allow the student to look up a word form to find the root.
Today, with the advent of the computer, such analytical devices are available in computer form.

Tenses

1. The Hebrew verb has only two “tense” forms: the perfect, which expresses completed action, and
the imperfect, which expresses action not yet complete.

2. What are called tenses in classical Hebrew have nothing to do with time, per se. In fact, time in
the Hebrew verb is not inherent in the verb tense itself, and to a great extent, classical Hebrew
was a timeless language. However, since the perfect shows complete action (not “completed” as
though it had already happened) it most naturally will be translated by the past tense in English.
But there are occasions in which the action of the perfect is viewed as complete in present or even
future times, and must be translated by the corresponding English tense. Only context can tell.

3. Likewise the imperfect “tense” most naturally expresses that which would be considered future in
English, but it can also be used of past or present events as well. The action or state is viewed as
incomplete. As can be seen then, the emphasis of the classical Hebrew tense system is on the
nature of the action (called aspect by some) rather than on the time that it takes place.

4. Since the classical Hebrew verb is actually timeless, no true present tense exists in the Hebrew
Scriptures. The Hebrew participle, which is actually a verbal adjective, is often used to express
action that would be expressed in the English present and is so translated. However, technically,
the participle in such cases is actually describing the actor rather than making an affirmation of
the action. As such, even participles can represent times such as past or future. In fact, the present
tense (participle) state-of-being verb be, become (d©id̈) is never written as a finite verb, but
understood in clauses where English would use am, is, are, and sometimes the past tense was or
were.1

1 In modern Hebrew, where past, present, and futures do truly exist, the participle has taken over as
the present tense of the verb, while the perfect indicates past time and the imperfect indicates future
time.
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Voice

Like English, Hebrew has active and passive voices. In addition, Hebrew, like Greek, has a reflexive
form. Voice in Hebrew verbs is formed by changing the actual spelling of the verb. See below under
“Conjugation” for more information. Also see the appendix titled “Factors to Observe in the Hebrew
Verb.”

Mood

1. Like English, Hebrew has indicative and imperative moods. It also has two moods that
correspond to the English subjunctive mood, called the cohortative and the jussive.

2. Unlike English, or western languages in general, mood is formed by modifying the imperfect
form. Because the imperfect indicates incomplete action, it provides a basis to express
non-indicative mood actions, since they also look at the action as incomplete. See below under
“The Cohortative and Jussive” and “The Imperative and Negative Commands” for more
information on mood.

Conjugations

1. A conjugation is a set of inflected forms for a verb. A root is inflected by prefixes, called
preformatives, and suffixes, called afformatives. Pronunciation changes are represented by
changes in the vowels beneath, within, and above, the letters of the verb. In the God-breathed
text, no vowels were written, therefore, sometimes there is disagreement as to which vowels
should have been supplied. However, remember that the meaning is carried in the consonants!

2. Hebrew has seven different conjugations (mi ¦pï §p ¦A, buildings, the plural of oï §p ¦A, a building, related
to the triliteral root dp̈Ä, he built), verbal patterns which are very systematic. The changes in
pronunciation are indicated by the vowel points. We must emphasize that since the Hebrew Bible
originally had no written vowels, the meaning of the verbs and verbals is carried by the
consonants. As noted, the primary purpose for vowel points is to aid in vocalization.

3. The Hebrew word verb is l©rR̈. Note that this word has three letters, l r t. Each letter of the word
verb stands for a position in the verb pattern. The first letter is said to be in the pe (R) position, the
second letter in the ayin (r) position and the third letter in the lamed (l) position.

4. Each of the seven conjugations derives its name by changing the vowels under the triliteral
root lrR and sometimes by adding a preformative such as nun (p), he (d), or hit (zd).

5. The names and functions of the seven conjugations are as follows:

a. The pa `al (l©rR̈) often designated the qal (l ©w), meaning easy, because it contains the
simplest patterns. It is translated by the English active voice and has no distinguishing
features. The third person masculine form of the qal perfect is the vocabulary (dictionary)
form of the word because it most simply represents the triliteral root.

Example: x ©vẅ, he cut, or reaped.1

1 The perfect tense, third person, masculine gender of the verb is used in all the examples on this page. Occasional
reference is also made to the imperfect.
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b. The nif `al (l©r §t ¦p), is the passive (or sometimes reflexive) of the qal and is distinguished
by preformative nun (p). In the imperfect the preformative nun drops, and a dagesh is
placed in the first root letter.

Example: x ©v §w ¦p he, it, was cut (was reaped).

c. The pi `el (l¥r ¦R) is considered to be intensive of the qal and is active voice. When possible,
the pi~el has a dagesh in the middle root letter.

Example: x¥S ¦w, he shortened.

d. The pu~al (l©r ªR) is the passive form of the pi~el, and as such is also considered intensive.
In practical terms, it means that verbs in the pu~al carry the same meaning as those in the
pi~el, except that they are in the passive voice.

Example: x ©S ªw, he, it was shortened.

e. The hif ~il (li ¦r §t ¦d) is considered causitive. It is formed by placing a he (d) before the
triliteral stem, and a yod (i) between the second and third letters of the stem. In the
imperfect tense the d is dropped but the i is retained. The vowel before the i is a hiriq ( ¦ ).

Example: xi ¦v §w ¦d he shortened (he caused to be short).

f. The hof ~al (l©r §td̈) is considered to be the passive of the hif ~il, and is therefore also
causitive. The hof ~al also has a prefixed he (d). The vowel qametz (  ̈ ) occurs beneath
the d, but is pronounced like the English short “o”. This use of qametz is called qametz
qatan (small qametz). Occasionally  ̈ (patach) is replaced by ª  (qibbutz).

Example: x ©v §wd̈, he, it was shortened (was caused to be shorter).

g. The hitpa ~el (l¥r ©R §z ¦d) is reflexive, though in some situations it is considered a passive.
Only context can tell. This form is distinguished by the letters §z ¦d prefixed to the pi  èl
stem, with dagesh in the middle letter.

Example: x¥S ©w §z ¦d, he, (it) shortened himself (itself), or was shortened. (Must have been painful.)

The Cohortative and Jussive

1. The term cohortative indicates a wish or desire in the first person. Therefore, it is usually
translated by the subjunctive Let me in the singular and Let us (or, more commonly, Let’s) in the
plural. The cohortative is based on the imperfect tense (see Chapter Ten). To form the
cohortative, the first person imperfect, singular and plural, has the letter he (d) added to it as a
suffix. This is called paragogic he. (Paragogic means to extend, and occurs in grammar to
indicate letters added to extend a word for some reason.) Sometimes the particle `p̈ is further
added strengthen the cohortative idea. You will find `p̈ translated in the KJV “I pray thee.”
Modern translations often translate it “please.”1 In other idiomatic uses, it is untranslatable. The
particle `p̈ is an enclitic, meaning it has no accent of its own, but is accented with the previous
word.

1 The New Bantam-Megiddo Hebrew and English Dictionary translates it as please, as does Ben-Yehuda’s Pocket
Hebrew-English Dictionary.
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Example: `P̈ dk̈ §l ¥̀ , Let me go, please (Jeremiah 40:15. The verb dk̈ §l ¥̀  is the qal imperfect first
person singular of K©ld̈, he went. The imperfect means I will go. The addition of the
preformative ` of the imperfect causes the first root letter d to drop. However, the
paragogic d added changes the verb to a cohortative, Let me go. Here the word please
again translates the enclitic `P̈.

Example: dẍ §A §r ¤̀ , Let me pass through (Deuteronomy 2:27. The verb x ©ar̈, he passed through in the
qal perfect third masculine singular, changes to the qal imperfect first person singular
with the addition of the ` to the stem, meaning I will pass through. The paragogic d
changes the force to the cohortative, Let me pass through. Here the `P̈ is omitted, making
the request somewhat less polite.)

2. The word jussive refers to a desire or command in the second or third persons. It has generally the
same function in the second and third persons as does the cohortative in the first person, except
that the jussive sometimes expresses positive commands, and regularly expresses negative
commands. Like the cohortative, the jussive can be strengthened by the addition of`P̈following
the verb.

Except in the hif ~il, the jussive of regular verbs is the same form as the second and third persons
of the imperfect form. Thus only context can tell if a verb in these forms should be considered
imperfect or jussive. In the second person the jussive is usually translated you may in both the
singular and the plural. However, in the third person it can mean either he or she may, or let him
or her in the singular, and they may, or let them in the plural. In addition, a number of other
“subjunctive mood” auxiliary verbs, such as would, should, might, or could, can translate the
jussive.

Example: Li¤pi ¥aE i ¦pi ¥A dedi hŸR §W ¦i, Let Yahweh judge between you and me (Genesis 16:5. The verb
h©tẄ means either he judged, or he governed in the qal perfect third masculine singular.
The addition of the preformative i to the stem, plus the change of ©t to ŸR, makes it a qal
imperfect third masculine singular. It could mean Yahweh will judge, or Let Yahweh
judge. The jussive translation Let Yahweh judge is clearly intended in the context.)

Example: xF` i ¦d §i, let there be light (Genesis 1:3. The qal perfect dïd̈, he or it was, becomes i ¦d §i in
the imperfect, he or it will be, but in this context is jussive, let be. Hence, the translation
let light be, or, more commonly, let there be light.)

Example: o ¤WŸB u ¤x ¤̀ §A Li ¤cä£r `p̈ÎEa §W¥i, Please let your servants dwell in the land of Goshen (Genesis
47:4. The verb a ©Wï, meaning he dwelt in the qal perfect, becomes Ea §W¥i in the qal
imperfect, you will dwell. With the addition of `p̈, the verb becomes a polite jussive
request Let dwell.) Note: the prepositional phrase u ¤x ¤̀ §A is a construct, to be translated in
the land of. Its following noun in the absolute is o ¤WŸB, Goshen.

The Imperative and Negative Commands

1. Positive commands are expressed in the imperative mood. The imperative is identical with the
second person of the imperfect except that the prefixed letter is dropped. See “Inflection” below
for further discussion of the prefixes on the imperfect. The particle `p̈ is frequently added to the
imperative, like the jussive. With the imperative`p̈ is used to soften the command, or even turn it
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into a request in a more polite form. However, it can also be added to strengthen an exhortation
uttered as a rebuke or a threat, or in a statement of ridicule.

Example: L §v §x ©̀ ¥n L §lÎK¤l, Go you from your land! (Genesis 12:1, a command. K¤l is the qal imperfect
second masculine singular of K©ld̈, where the initial d of the root is dropped, and the
preformative z (indicating you) is also dropped to indicate the imperative.)

Example: s¤q ¤MÎxM̈ ¦M m ¤dl̈ `P̈Îdp̈ §Y, Please give to them a talent of silver (2 Kings 5:22, a request. The
qal imperative second masculine singular verb dp̈ §Y, give, is from o ©zp̈, he gave. The
triliteral root ozp is one of the weakest in Hebrew. Both the first and third letters p tend to
drop off with only the z remaining. In this case, for the imperfect form the initial p
dropped, and the preformative z indicating second person was added to the remaining z.
The Masoretes, recognizing this, placed a doubling dagesh thusly, Y, indicating you
masculine singular. The final p remained, but the paragogic d was added, originally to
indicate emphasis or urgency, with the result we see in this example. In classical (biblical)
Hebrew, the emphasis or urgency seems to have lessened. Added to the d was the softener
`p̈, indicating a request rather than a command.)

Example: K ¦i ©xä£g ©a `p̈Îi ¦c §n ¦rStand with your magical charms (Isaiah 47:12; the prophet is indicating
sarcaism, ridicule. The verb i ¦c §n ¦r is a form of c ©nr̈, he stood. It is from the qal imperfect
second person singular form, i ¦c §n£r ©Y, you will stand. In the imperative, the prefixed
consonant Y is dropped and the pronouncation changed from £r to ¦r, to form the
imperative. In this case, unlike the previous example, the `p̈Î is added to reinforce the
command rather than to soften it.)

2. While positive commands are expressed in the imperative, negative commands are formed by l ©̀
(or sometimes `p̈Îl ©̀ ) with the jussive. The imperative use of the jussive should be translated do
not plus the meaning of the verb and in the third person it is translated do not let him (her, it,
them, or there be) plus the meaning of the verb.

Example: Li¤pi ¥aE i ¦pi ¥A däi ¦x §n i ¦d §z `p̈Îl ©̀  Do not let there be strife between you and me, (Genesis
13:8. Here the verb form i ¦d §z is a third person jussive of dïd̈, he was. i ¦d §z is best
translated let be. It is negated by `p̈Îl ©̀ , meaning let there not be, where the `p̈ seems to
be emphatic (as also in the next example). Its subject is the word strife, däi ¦x §n, lit. let
there not be strife. Since it is an imperative, it can also be translated Do not let there be
strife.)

Example: Er ¥xŸ ,i ©g ©̀  ,`p̈Îl ©̀  Do not, my brothers, do evil (Genesis 19:7, the verb Er ¥xŸ is the hif ~il
imperfect second masculine plural from r©rẍ, be bad, evil. It is used as a jussive
imperative, which `p̈Îl ©̀  negates.)

Inflection Patterns of the Perfect and Imperfect

The following reference table shows the prefixes and suffixes of the Hebrew verb. The verb root is
represented by the consonant ` as a place-holder. This shows the original non-pointed roots of
consonants. Points are included for the prefixes (preformatives) and suffixes (afformatives). See the
next chapter for verbs with these patterns that include the complete set of vowel points for each
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conjugation. Note that the perfect has only suffixes, while the imperfect has both suffixes and
prefixes.

The Perfect
Plural Singular

```Ep 1c ```i ¦Y
```m ¤Y 2m ```Ÿ
```o ¤Y 2f ```§Y

```E 3c, m ```

3f ©̀ ``d
The Imperfect

Plural Singular
¦p``` 1c ¤̀```

¦Y```E 2m ¦Y```

¦Y```dp̈ 2f ¦Y¦̀ ``i
¦i```E 3m ¦i```

¦Y```dp̈ 3f ¦Y```

The qal perfect third masculine singular has no prefixes or suffixes. It is considered the dictionary
(vocabulary) form of the verb. In some grammars this is called the groundform, because it forms the
ground or basis for the addition of all inflections.

These prefixes and suffixes occur in all inflections of the verb. However, they can appear to drop out
if a triliteral root begins or ends with one of them such as a nun or alef. Actually, the prefixes and
suffixes become combined with the root letter, rather than actually dropping out.
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Chapter Ten: The Strong Verb

Introduction

The Hebrew verb is built up from either a triliteral or biliteral root. The more common, the triliteral
root, occurs in the qal perfect third person masculine singular. For instance, the root aWi carries the
idea of sitting. The qal third masculine singular is a ©Wï, he sat. Likewise, a ©g ῭  means he loved, and
x ©nẄ means he kept or he guarded. To these triliteral roots, Hebrew adds preformatives and
afformatives. Along with changes in vowel points, they indicate the three persons and two the
numbers.

The above examples indicate active verbs. Hebrew also has verbs derived from adjectives that are
called stative rather than active. For instance, the triliteral root owf indicates age. As an adjective, it is
translated old. But it also can be, and is, inflected as a verb. o ¥wf̈ means he was or became old, became
aged. Many stative verbs have the vowel pointing with tsere rather than patach as the second vowel.
c¥aM̈, from the adjective for heavy, means he was or became heavy. It has the same vowel pattern as
o ¥wf̈.

Another form of the stative verb pattern is represented by the verb derived from ohw, a root meaning
small or little. The stative verb form is lŸhẅ. Here, the second vowel is cholem.

Like all languages, Hebrew has both regular and irregular verbs. Regular verbs are called strong
verbs and irregular verbs are called weak verbs. The term weak comes from letters (called “radicals”
by many scholars) that are weak because they either cannot be doubled (they cannot take dagesh) or
they tend to drop. Thus the laryngal (gutteral) consonants (alef `, ayin r, he d, and het g) are
considered weak as are yod i (yud), and nun p. In addition, biliteral roots, often called hollow verbs,
exist which are irregular and should be considered weak verbs.

Strong verbs have no weak radicals and have consistent vowel patterns. It is better to become
thoroughly familiar with the strong verb before attempting to learn weak verb patterns. Because they
are totally consistent in their patterns, we will use the strong verbs x ©nẄ (he guarded), x¥R ¦q (he
recounted), Ki ¦l §W ¦d (he threw), and w ¥R ©̀ §z ¦d (he restrained himself) in the various conjugation
paradigms.

The Hebrew Infinitive

In the paradigms the student will find six forms: the perfect, the imperfect, the cohortative, the
imperative, the infinitive, and the participle. All except the infinitive and participle are discussed in
the previous chapter.

Hebrew has two infinitives, the infinitive absolute, and the infinitive construct. The infinitive absolute
is actually a verbal noun often used as an adverbial modifier, which cannot usually be translated into
English directly. While it has several uses, it most commonly intensifies a finite verb of the same
stem which it precedes. It names, and therefore intensifies, the act or state affirmed by the finite verb.
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Not all conjugations have a separate infinitive form. That does not mean there are no infinitives for
that conjugation, but that there is no regular form. They must be observed individually, often
following a qal form.

There are times, however, when the infinitive absolute can be used much like a present participle in
English, or a Greek genitive construction. It can be used as a subject, or an object. It can take an
object, like a finite verb, with the sign of the definite direct object z ¥̀ . It can even substitute for a
finite verb sometimes. A thorough discussion of its uses can be found in intermediate or advanced
grammars.

The Infinitive Absolute

The infinitive absolute takes either the formxFnẄor xŸnẄ, and is usually used to add an emphasis of
some kind to its finite verb which it immediately precedes. For instancexŸn §W ¦Y means you will guard.
The phrase xŸn §W ¦Y xFnẄ means you will really guard (lit. to guard you will guard). To change this to
a question the interrogative he occurs as a preformative to the infinitive absolute. The d is usually
pointed with a patach hatuf. xŸn §W ¦Y xŸnẄ£d means will you really guard?

Example: ?Ep¥lr̈ KŸl §n ¦Y KŸln̈£d Will you really be king over us? (Genesis 37:8. Both the infinitive and
the finite verb are from the verb K©ln̈, be or become king. The subject you is occurs the
second masculine singular imperfect of the finite verb KŸl §n ¦Y you will be king.)

Example: Wi ¦̀ d̈Îl ©̀ Ẅ lF`Ẅ the man really asked (Genesis 43:7. The man asked in detail or
repeatedly. Here the subject (Wi ¦̀ d̈) of the infinitive construction follows the finite verb
(l ©̀ Ẅ, he asked), the normal pattern.)

Example: s¥qFi s ©xŸh sŸxḧ Joseph must have been torn to pieces (Genesis 37:33. The emphasis of the
infinitive absolute adds certainty to the main verb. It could be translated, Joseph was
certainly torn. The main verb, s ©xŸh is a qal perfect passive, was torn.)

Example: l ¥wQ̈ ¦i lFwq̈he will certainly be stoned (Exodus 19:13. The finite nif ~al verb l ¥wQ̈ ¦i is an
imperfect third masculine singular, a passive form, he will be stoned, It is preceded by the
infinitive absolute lFwq̈, indicating certainty).

The Infinitive Construct

The infinitive construct, on the other hand, functions much like an English infinitive. It appears to be
more flexible than the infinitive absolute, acting as an verbal noun with various functions. It can be a
subject, object, genitive, or object of a preposition (similiar to the Greek infinitive). Frequently, the
infinitive construct attaches the preposition to (l) to the front of the verbal stem, though this is not
universal as it is in English. An infinitive construct often indicates purpose. It can also indicate
permission, or, with a negative, prohibition. Many more uses could be cited, but like the infinitive
absolute, a complete discussion must wait on a intermediate or advanced grammar.

The infinitive construct is regularly translated either as an English infinitive, with the word to (l)
attached, or as a gerund, with or without the prefixed l. Both forms indicate a verbal noun.
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In the qal of strong verbs, the infinitive construct takes the form xŸn §W (guarding, to guard, to keep,
from (x ©nẄ, he guarded, kept). In hollow verbs it is written `FA (coming, to come, from the biliteral
root `Ä,1 he came). When translated with the English –ing ending, guarding or coming, the form
names the act like an English gerund. 

Since the infinitive construct is a noun, it may govern another noun (hence, infinitive construct) such
as Wi ¦̀ d̈ xŸn §W (to guard the man, the guarding of the man, the man’s guarding) or s¥qFi `FA (the
coming of Joseph, Joseph’s coming) Also the infinitive construct can take pronominal suffixes such
as Fx §nẄ (his guarding), or i ¦̀ FA (my coming), both of which are gerundives.

Example: cFw §x z¥r §e cFt §q z¥r ,wFg §U ¦l z¥r §e zFM §a ¦l z¥r, There is a time to weep, and a time to laugh;
there is a time to lament, and a time to dance. (Ecclesiastes 3:4. Here we have two forms
of the infinitive construct. The forms zFM §a ¦l and wFg §U ¦l, to weep and to laugh
respectively, have the prefixed l, to. The forms cFt §q and cFw §x, to lament and to dance,
omit the l, yet are also translated as though it occurred. Note also that these are nominal
clauses, with the verbal phrase there is attached to both sets. See Chapter Twelve for more
on the nominal clause.)

Example: mi ©x §v ¦n §A mz̈Fi §d ¦A, when (while) they were in Egypt (1 Sam 2:27. This infinitive
construction shows some common peculiarities. The infinitive itself is from d©id̈, he was.
It has a prefixed preposition ¦A, which is used with infinitive constructs to indicate time, in
this case, the meaning of ¦A is when, or while. The infinitive itself is represented by the
letters Fi §d. It is not uncommon in Hebrew for infinitive constructs to act as though they
were the main verb of a clause, as here. But as a noun, this infinitive has a pronominal
suffixe, mz̈, meaning them. So, technically, the infinitive structure literally means, while
to be them, but is used in the sence of while they were. m ¦i ©x §v ¦n §A is in ( §A) Egypt, (m ¦i ©x §v ¦n).
Note that m ¦i ©x §v ¦n is a dual form, perhaps a hold-over from when there were two Egypts,
Upper, the southern highlands, and Lower, the northern delta.)

The infinitive construct can take pronominal suffixes which show possession. When such is the case,
the infinitive construct is translated like an English gerund, which uses the -ing form of the verb.

Examples: The following examples are with qal strong verbs.
xŸn §W, cŸn §r, lŸk §̀

to guard, to stand, to eat
L §xn̈ §W your keeping i ¦x §nẄ my keeping
L §cn̈£r your standing i ¦c §nr̈ my standing
L §lk̈£̀ your eating i ¦l §k ῭ my eating

Examples: The following examples are with strong verbs that end in a laryngal.

1 As noted, biliteral verbs are often called “hollow verbs” because they have no middle letter. The vocabulary form for
such verbs is not the third masculine singular, as is true of normal triliteral verbs, but written with a F as the middle letter.
For instance, the qal perfect verb for he came, `Ä, has the vocabulary form `FA.
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rŸnẄ, dŸlẄ
to hear, to send

L£r §nẄ your hearing i ¦r §nẄ my hearing
L£g §lẄ your sending i ¦g §lẄ my sending

Each of the conjugations below contain the forms for both infinitives.

Another use of the -ing form of the verb in English is to designate a present participle. One might
say, the running man, where running is a verbal adjective, describing the man. Which brings us to the
Hebrew participle.

The Hebrew Participle

The Regular Pattern for the Qal Participle

The participle, a verbal adjective, has four forms, masculine singular and plural, feminine singular
and plural. The following table shows the regular forms of the qal participle. Included are possible
translations for the participles, though they are far from exhaustive. Each of the following
conjugations include the participle forms.

The Qal Participle of x §nẄ
he kept, guarded

Plural Singular
Masculine mi ¦x §nFW

guarding or keeping, ones who
guard or keep, they who guard
or keep

x ¥nFW
guarding or keeping, one who guards
or keeps, he who guards or keeps

Feminine zFx §nFW
guarding or keeping; ones who
guard or keep, they who guard
or keep

z ¤x ¤nFW
guarding or keeping, one who guards
or keeps, she who guards or keeps

Participles have a variety of uses because, as a verbal adjective, they can function as both verb and
adjective. As adjectives they can act as nouns (substantival adjectives). When used as a verb, a
participle often indicates on-going action.

Examples: `¥Q ¦MÎl©r a ¥WŸi ip̈Fc£̀ ], the lord sitting on a throne (Isaiah 6:1).
mi ¦c §xŸE §e mi ¦lŸr mi ¦dŸl¡̀  i ¥k£̀ §l ©n, angels of God ascending and descending (Genesis 28:12.

Since a participle is a verbal adjective, it can function as an attributive.

Example: ¥nŸrd̈ Wi ¦̀ d̈, the standing man (Note that both the noun Wi ¦̀ d̈ and the participle c ¥nŸrd̈ have
the article d, the regular form for an attributive adjective with the noun).

A better translation might be the idiomatic phrase, the man who stands, or the man who stood. This
translation works for both articular and anarthrous participle phrases.
Examples: a ¤WFi K¤l ¤n, a king who sits (Proverbs 20:8. No article is present).

a ¤WFI ©d K¤l ¤O ©d, the king who sits (Jeremiah 29:16. Each have an article.)
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Like an adjective, a participle can be used as a noun, called a substantival adjective.
Examples: x ¥nŸW, guarding, one who guards or keeps, may be equivalent to a guard, a keeper.

a ¥dF`, loving, one who loves, may be equivalent to a lover or a friend.

Sinces the idea of time is not inherent in Hebrew verbs and verbals, time is determined by context.
Llike verbs, participles can indicate time as either past, present, or future.
Example: d¤lŸr o ¥wf̈ Wi ¦̀  c ¤n Ÿ̀Y ©e, (1 Sam 28:15, And she said, an old man is coming up. The participle

d¤lŸr functions as a predicate adjective. The statement is a nominal clause, with the verb is
supplied.

Example: x©rP̈ ©l ` ¥xŸw dedi i ¦M i ¦l¥r o ¤aÏ ©e (1 Sam 3:8, And Eli discerned that Yahweh was calling to the
lad. The participle ` ¥xŸw (was calling) is used of something that Eli (i ¦l¥r) discerned (o ¤aÏ)
had already happened.

Example: l ¥̀ ẍU ¦i §A xäc̈ d ¤UŸr i ¦kŸp ῭  (1 Sam 3:11, I will do a thing in Israel. This is a prediction by
Yahweh. The participle will do (d ¤UŸr) refers to His doing something in the future.

The Conjugations of the Strong Verb

The following conjgations are arranged in columns, with the singular on the right, and the plural on
the left. The persons begin with the first person singular. Many conjugation tables begin with the
third person masculine singular, which is not the intuitive way one studies person and number, so this
grammar follows the normal 1st, 2nd, and 3rd person order throughout.1

Translations in the following tables use traditional past forms for the perfect and future forms for the
imperfect. This is for convenience only, as there is no time inherent in these forms.

The Qal Conjugation

The qal conjugation contains the basic forms for the Hebrew verb. As noted, the vocabulary
(dictionary) form of the triliteral stem is presented in the qal masculine third person singular. Hollow
verbs, however, present the vocabulary form as the qal infinitive.

Not every verb has the qal third masculine singular use in the Hebrew Bible. In such cases, an Old
Testament Hebrew lexicon will provide the groundform without any vowel points.

The Qal Perfect
Plural Singular

1c we guarded Ep §x ©nẄ I guarded i ¦Y §x ©nẄ
2m you guarded m ¤Y §x ©n §W you guarded Ÿ §x ©nẄ
2f you guarded o ¤Y §x ©n §W you guarded §Y §x ©nẄ

3m, c they guarded Ex §nẄ he, it guarded x ©nẄ
3f, s she, it guarded dẍ §nẄ

The Qal Imperfect

1 Many grammars provide paradigms of verbs that, for the English student, are very confusing. They begin on the left
with the singular, which is counter to the way one reads Hebrew. As noted, they begin with the 3rd masculine singular
in the first position, which jumbles the order in both singular and plural.
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Plural Singular

1c we will guard xŸn §W ¦p I will guard xŸn §W ¤̀

2m you will guard Ex §n §W ¦Y you will guard xŸn §W ¦Y

2f you will guard dp̈ §xŸn §W ¦Y you will guard i ¦x §n §W ¦Y

3m they will guard Ex §n §W ¦i he, it will guard xŸn §x ¦i

3f they will guard dp̈ §xŸn §W ¦Y she, it will guard xŸn §W ¦Y

The Qal Cohortative
Plural Singular

Let’s guard, Let us guard dẍ §n §W ¦p Let me guard, I would guard dẍ §n §W ¤̀
The Qal Imperative

Plural Singular
2m guard! Ex §n §W guard! xŸn §W
2f guard! dp̈ §xŸn §W guard! i ¦x §n §W

The Qal Infinitive
The Infinitive Absolute The Infinitive Construct

xFŸnẄ xŸn §W( §l)
The Qal Active Participles

Plural Singular
m mi ¦x §nFW x ¥nFW
f zFx §nFW z ¤x ¤nFW

The qal conjugation has a separate passive participle.
The Qal Passive Participle

Plural Singular

m mi ¦xEn §W xEnẄ

f zFxEn §W dẍEn §W

The Nif ~al Conjugation

The nif ~al is considered to be either the passive or reflexive of the qal, depending on context. Its
main characteristic is a prefixed p in the perfect. In the imperfect the p combines with the first root
consonant which cause a dagesh in the first letter of the stem.

The Nif ~al Perfect
Plural Singular

1c we were guarded,
we guarded ourselves

Ep §x ©n §W ¦p I was guarded,
 I guarded myself

i ¦Y §x ©n §W ¦p

2m you were guarded, etc. m ¤Y §x ©n §W §p you were guarded, etc. Ÿ §x ©n §W ¦p
2f you were guarded, etc. o ¤Y §x ©n §W ¦p you were guarded, etc. §Y §x ©n §W ¦p

3m, c they were guarded, etc. Ex §n §W ¦p he, it was guarded, etc. x ©n §W ¦p
3f, s she, it was guarded, etc. dẍ §n §W ¦p

The Nif ~al Imperfect
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Plural Singular
1c we will guard ourselves,

we will be guarded
x ¥nẌ ¦p I will guard myself,

I will be garded
x ¥nẌ ¤̀

2m you will be guarded, etc. Ex §nẌ ¦Y you will be guarded, etc. x ¥nẌ ¦Y
2f you will be guarded, etc. dp̈ §x ©nẌ §Y you will be guarded, etc. i ¦x §nẌ ¦Y

3m they will be guarded, etc. Ex §nẌ ¦i he will be guarded, etc. x ¥nẌ ¦i
3f they will be guarded, etc. dp̈ §x ©nẌ §Y she will be guarded, etc. x ¥nẌ ¦Y

The Nif ~al Cohortative
Plural Singular

Let us guard ourselves dẍ §nẌ ¦p Let me guard myself dẍ §nẌ ¦̀
The Nif ~al Imperative

Plural Singular
2m guard yourselves! Ex §nẌ ¦d guard yourself! x ¥nX ¦d
2f guard yourselves! dp̈ §x ©nẌ ¦d guard yourself! i ¦x §nẌ ¦d

The Nif ~al Infinitive

Infinitive Construct Infinitive Absolute

x ¥nẌ ¦d( §l) x ¥nẌ ¦d ,xFn §W ¦p
The Nif ~al Participle

Plural Singular

m mi ¦xn̈ §W ¦p xn̈ §W ¦p

f zFxn̈ §W ¦p z ¤x ¤n §W §p

The Pi~el Conjugation

The pi~el is characterized by the doubling (has a dagesh) of its middle consonant through all its
inflections. It is often identified as the intensive of the qal, and is often causitive.
Example:  qal x ©tq̈, he counted, pi~el z¥R ¦q he recounted, he narrated. 

The pi~el is, however, more complex than the word intensive implies. Sometimes it is causitive,
especially with roots derived from adjectives (stative roots).
Example: qal `¥ln̈,1 he was full, pi~el `¥N ¦n, he filled, (caused to be full). Both are statives from the

adjective `¥ln̈, full.

Likewise, with roots derived from nouns (denominative roots), the pi~el simply makes a verb out of a
noun.
Example: From the noun dÖ ªl£̀ , sheaf (bundle of grain), m¥N ¦̀ , he sheafed, that is, made (caused to

be) a sheaf. Some verbs in the pi~el have no qals. Their vocabulary form is the perfect
third masculine singular of pi~el.

Examples: W¥T ¦A, he sought; dË ¦v, he ordered.

1 While the groundform of the qal `¥ln̈ is identical to the vowel pointing of the adjective, unlike the adjective, it can be
inflected in all the persons, singular and plural, in both the perfect and imperfect, etc.
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The Pi~el Perfect
Plural Singular

1c we recounted Ep §x ©R ¦q I recounted i ¦Y §x ©R ¦q
2m you recounted m ¤Y §x ©R ¦q you recounted Ÿ §x ©R ¦q
2f you recounted o ¤Y §x ©R ¦q you recounted §Y §x ©R ¦q

3m, c they recounted Eix §t ¦q he recounted x¥R ¦q
3f, s she recounted dẍ §R ¦q

The Pi~el Imperfect
Plural Singular

1c we will recount x¥R ©q §p I will recount x¥R ©q£̀
2m you will recount Ex §R ©q §Y you will recount x¥R ©q §Y
2f you will recount dp̈ §x ¥R ©q §Y you will recount i ¦x §R ©q §Y

3m they will recount Ex §R ©q §i he will recount x¥R ©q §i
3f they will recount dp̈ §x ¥R ©q §Y she will recount x¥R ©q §Y

The Pi~el Cohortative
Plural Singular

Let us recount dẍ §R ©q §p Let me recount dẍ §R ©q£̀
The Pi~el Imperative
Plural Singular

2m Recount! Ex §R ©q Recount! x¥R ©q
2f Recount! dp̈ §x ¥R ©q Recount! i ¦x §R ©q

The Pi ~el Infinitive
Infinitive Construct Infinitive Absolute

x¥R ©q( §l) xŸR ©q ,x ¥R ©q
The Pi~el Participle

Plural Singular
m mi ¦x §R ©q §n x ¥R ©q §n
f zF §R ©q §n z ¤x ¤R ©q §n

The Pu~al Conjugation

The Pu~al is the passive voice of the pi~el, and therefore, takes the same causitive characteristics.
The Pu~al Perfect

Plural Singular
1c we were recounted Ep §x ©R ªq I was recounted i ¦Y §x ©R ªq

2m you were recounted m ¤Y §x ©R ªq you were recounted Ÿ §x ©R ªq
2f you were recounted o ¤Y §x ©R ªq you were recounted §Y §x ©R ªq

3m, c they were recounted Ex §R ªq he was recounted x ©R ªq
3f, s she was recounted dẍ §R ªq
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The Pu~al Imperfect
Plural Singular

1c we will be recounted x ©R ªq §p I will be recounted x ©R ªq£̀
2m you will be recounted Ex §R ªq §Y you will be recounted x ©R ªq §Y
2f you will be recounted dp̈ §x ©R ªq §Y you will be recounted i ¦x §R ªq §Y

3m they will be recounted Ex §R ªq §i he will be recounted x ©R ªq §i
3f they will be recounted dp̈ §x ©R ªq §Y she will be recounted x ©R ªq §Y

The Pu~al Cohortative
There is no separate form for the pu~al cohortative.

The Pu~al Imperative
There is no separate form for the pu~al imperative.

The Pu~al Infinitive
There is no separate form for the pu~al infinitive construct or absolute.

The Pu~al Participle
Plural Singular

m mi ¦xR̈ ªq §n xR̈ ªq §n
f zFR̈ ªq §n z ¤x ¤R ªq §n

The Hif ~il Conjugation

The hif ~il is distinguised by the d prefixed to the stem, and the letter i between the second and third
letters of the stem. It is causitive, similar to the pi~el. Many make little distinction between them.1 In
recent years, some have expressed the idea that the hif ~il has to do with causing an event, while the
pi~el has to do with bringing about a state or condition.2 That both are causitive there is little dispute.
The causitive force of the hif ~il is clear in the following examples.

Example: `i ¦d ©d W¤t¤P ©dÎz ¤̀  i ¦Y §c ©a£̀ §e, and I will cause to perish that soul... (Leviticus 23:30. i ¦Y §c ©a£̀  is
hif ~il perfect first person singular from the verb c©a ῭ , perish.) `i ¦d ©d is the feminine far
demonstrative, that.

Example: zŸxFln̈, the luminaries, in Genesis 1:15, were provided u ¤x ῭ d̈Îl©r xi ¦̀ d̈ §l, to cause light on
the earth. The hif ~il infinitive construct xi ¦̀ d̈ §l, is a denominative verb (derived from the
noun xF`, light), meaning to cause light, u ¤x ῭ d̈Îl©r, on the earth.

The Hif ~il Perfect
Plural Singular

1c we threw Ep §k ©l §W ¦d I threw i ¦Y §k ©l §W ¦d
2m you threw m ¤Y §k ©l §W ¦d you threw Ÿ §k ©l §W ¦d
2f you threw m ¤Y §k ©l §W ¦d you threw §Y §k ©l §W ¦d

3m, c they threw Eki ¦l §W ¦d he threw Ki ¦l §W ¦d
3f, s she threw dk̈ ¦l §W ¦d

1 See E. Kautzsch, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, §53c, pg. 144. “In some verbs the pi~el and hif ~il occur side by side in
the same sense.”
2 See Bruce Waltke and M. O’Conner, An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax, “The Hifil Stem,” pg. 434.
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The Hif ~il Imperfect
Plural Singular

1c we will throw Ki ¦l §W©p I will throw Ki ¦l §W ©̀
2m you will throw Eki ¦l §W ©Y you will throw Ki ¦l §W ©Y
2f you will throw dp̈ §k¥l §W ©Y you will throw i ¦ki ¦l §W ©Y

3m they will throw Eki ¦l §W©i he will throw Ki ¦l §W©i
3f they will throw dp̈ §k¥l §W ©Y she will throw Ki ¦l §W ©Y

The Hif ~il Cohortative
Plural Singular

Let us throw dk̈i ¦l §W©p Let me throw dk̈i ¦l §W ©̀
The Hif ~il Imperative
Plural Singular

2m Throw! Eki ¦l §W ©d Throw! K¥l §W ©d
2f Throw! dp̈ §k¥l §W ©d Throw! i ¦ki ¦l §W ©d

The Hif ~il Infinitive
Infinitive Construct Infinitive Absolute

Ki ¦l §W ©d( §l) K¥l §W ©d
The Hif ~il Participle

Plural Singular
m mi ¦ki ¦l §W ©n Ki ¦l §W ©n
f zFki ¦l §W ©n ( ©dk̈i ¦l §W ©n) ,z ¤k¤l §W ©n

The Hof ~al Conjugation

The hof ~al is the rarest of the stems in Hebrew. It is the passive of the hif ~il, much as the pu ~al is the
passive of the pi ~el. Sometimes, passives in Hebrew are translated as actives because of the
differences of expression in the two languages.
Example: zFpäE mi ¦pÄ c¤lFI ©e, and he begot (caused to be born) sons and daughters (Genesis 5:4)

The Hof ~al Perfect
Plural Singular

1c we were thrown Ep §k ©l §Wd̈ I was thrown i ¦Y §k ©l §cd̈
2m you were thrown m ¤Y §k ©l §Wd̈ you were thrown Ÿ §k ©l §Wd̈
2f you were thrown o ¤Y §k ©l §Wd̈ you were thrown §Y §k ©l §Wd̈

3m, c they were thrown Ek §l §Wd̈ he was thrown K©l §Wd̈
3f she was thrown dk̈ §l §Wd̈

The Hof ~al Imperfect
Plural Singular

1c we will be thrown K©l §Wp̈ I will be thrown K©l §W ῭
2m you will be thrown Ek §l §WŸ you will be thrown K©l §WŸ
2f you will be thrown dp̈ §k¥l §WŸ you will be thrown i ¦k §l §xŸ
3m they will be thrown Ek §l §Wï he will be thrown K©l §Wï
3f they will be thrown dp̈ §k¥l §WŸ she will be thrown K©l §WŸ
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The Hof ~al Cohortative
There is no separate form for the hof ~al cohortative.

The Hof ~al Imperative
There is no separate form for the hof ~al imperative.

The Hof ~al Infinitive
There is no separate form for the hof~al infinitive construct or absolute.

The Hof ~al Participle
Plural Singular

m mi ¦kl̈ §W ªn Kl̈ §W ªn
f zFkl̈ §W ªn z¤k¤l §W ªn

The Hitpa~el Conjugation
The Hitpa~el is reflexive or occasionally passive of pi~el. It is characterized by the afformative Yd ¦-,
and dagesh in the second root letter.

The Hitpa~el Perfect
Plural Singular

1c we restrained ourselves Ep §w ©R ©̀ §z ¦d I restrained myself i ¦Y §w ©R ©̀ §z §d
2m you restrained yourselves m ¤z §w ©R ©̀ §z ¦d you restrained yourself Ÿ §w ©R ©̀ §z ¦d
2f you restrained yourselves o ¤z §w ©R ©̀ §z ¦d you restrained yourself §Y §w ©R ©̀ §z ¦d

3m, c they restrained themselves Ew §R ©̀ §z ¦d he restrained himself w ¥R ©̀ §z ¦d
3f she restrained herself dẅ §R ©̀ §z ¦d

The Hitpa~el Imperfect
Plural Singular

1c we will restrain ourselves w ¥R ©̀ §z ¦p I will restrain myself w ¥R ©̀ §z ¤̀
2m you will restrain yourselves Ew §R ©̀ §z ¦Y you will restrain yourself w ¥R ©̀ §z ¦Y
2f you will restrain yourselves dp̈ §w ¥R ©̀ §z ¦Y you will restrain yourself i ¦w §R ©̀ §z ¦Y

3m they will restrain themselves Ew §R ©̀ §z ¦i he will restrain himself w ¥R ©̀ §z ¦i
3f they will restrain themselves dp̈ §w ¥R ©̀ §z ¦Y she will restrain herself w ¥R ©̀ §z ¦Y

The Hitpa~el Cohortative
Plural Singular

Let us restrain ourselves dẅ §R ©̀ §z ¦p Let me restrain myself dẅ §R ©̀ §z ¤̀
The Hitpa~el Imperative

Plural Singular
2m Restrain yourselves! Ew §R ©̀ §z ¦d Restrain yourself! w ¥R ©̀ §z ¦d
2f Restrain yourselves! dp̈ §w ¥R ©̀ §z ¦d Restrain yourself! i ¦w §R ©̀ §z ¦d

The Hitpa~el Infinitive
Infinitive Construct Infinitive Absolute

w ¥R ©̀ §z ¦d( §l) w ¥R ©̀ §z ¦d
The Hitpa~el Participle

m mi ¦w §R ©̀ §z ¦n w ¥R ©̀ §z ¦n
f zFw §R ©̀ §z ¦n z¤w ¤R ©̀ §z ¦n
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Chapter Eleven: The Weak and Hollow Verbs
The Weak Verb

Classification of Weaknesses

A weakness in Hebrew means that a consonant appears in the triliteral root of the verb stem which
somehow changes the pronunciation of the word throughout its conjugation. The following
consonants are considered weak: e ,i ,x ,g ,d ,r ,`. In addition, verbs that begin with an initial p tend
to show variations in conjugation.

These changes in pronunciation vowel patterns and sometimes consonants will appear to drop or be
added. The meaning of the word is not changed because of a weakness in the stem.

As the student studies the verbal system of the Hebrew language, he will gain insight as to the
importance of knowing the triliteral root of each verb as it occurs in the text of the Old Testament.
When memorizing the root, the student should note the presence of a weak consonant and realize that
a change may occur.

Changes in vowel patterns are best learned as the weak verbs occur in the biblical text. For a
complete (and highly technical) discussion of these weaknesses, the student may wish to consult
Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar edited by E. Kautzsch. To help the student recognize the weaknesses,
we provide a short summary of each.1

Identification of Weakness
Final  Verbs

When a verb ends in d, such as the verb dM̈Ä, he wept, that verb originally had i in place of the d.
This  still appears in some forms. For example, I wept isi ¦zi ¦MÄ. Other vowel changes occur as well.

Initialiore Verbs

When a verb begins with either of these consonants, that consonant will often drop when one adds
the prefixes of the imperfect. Some verbs will retain thei ore, causing changes in the vowel points.

Initial and Final ` Verbs

When` is either the first or last letter of the root it affects the vowel pointing. Often the only change
is that the second vowel becomes a qametz rather than a patach.

InitialpVerbs

The letterp has the tendency to assimilate (combine) with another consonant when it is at the end of
a syllable. In practical terms this means that it appears to drop. For example, the verb he gaveoz̈p̈, in
the first person imperfect is written o ¥Y ¤̀ , where the ` prefix causes the initial p to become the final
letter in the syllable, and therefore combine with the z. This combining causes the dagesh to occur in
theY. The student needn’t remember all that. Just memorize the form with translation. It’s easier.

Initial Laryngal Verbs

1 The author ceased  trying to discern weaknesses through this information, and decided to study the verbal system as it
occurred in the Hebrew text. Ultimately, why a weakness occurs is not as important as recognizing one, and knowing how
to express the verbal meaning in translation.
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The laryngals (r ,g ,d ,`) cannot take a dagesh.1 Therefore the vowels beneath them are generally
shortened. It is common to see a half patach (£-), half qametz (¢-), or a half segol (¡-) beneath them.

Middle and Final Laryngal Verbs
Middle and final laryngal verbs show a variety of changes which are best learned by observation.

Hollow Verbs

Hollow verbs are verbs that originally had a two letter root (biliteral) instead of the normal three
letter root (triliteral). The original root can be seen in the third person masculine singular of the qal.
However, to make them conform to the normal triliteral system either the letter i or e is placed
between the two consonants. This letter usually only shows up in the imperfect and infinitive
construct forms of the verb. When the student desires to consult a lexical entry for one of these verbs
he must use the infinitive construct form rather than the actual biliteral root.
Example:The infinitive construct of the verb aEW, return, is derived from the biliteral root aW. In the

qal perfect, the first person singular is i ¦Y §a ©W, I returned. The student will note that the e
does not show up in the perfect verb form. However, the imperfect first person singular is
aEW ῭ , we will return. Throughout the imperfect thee is retained. Other changes take place
in the hifb ~il and the hof ~al which should be observed.

1  The dagesh is beginning to be dropped in Modern Sephardic Hebrew, even in pointed forms. In recent years, the vowel
system has been simplified. For instance, the dagesh following the artical Î ©d is often dropped. Three begad kephat letters
have lost the need for a dagesh. Only, k ,t ,a use dagesh because the are still aspirated. The letters b ,z ,c, are no longer
aspirated, so a dagesh with them has become meaningless.
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Chapter Twelve: Hebrew Sentence Structure
Basic Sentence Structure

A sentence is a group of words that have at least one subject and predicate and that stands as a
complete grammatical entity. As such a sentence may have one or more than one clause.

A clause is also a group of words with a subject and predicate. Two general types of clauses exist:
those that can stand alone or independent clauses and those that are dependent on other clauses.
Every sentence must have at least one independent clause, which defines it as a sentence. It may have
one or more dependent clauses.

The Simple Sentence

A simple sentence has only one clause.
Example: The man washed his car.

The Compound Sentence
A compound sentence has two or more clauses, but the clauses are considered independent because
each could stand as its own sentence. In English a coordinate conjunction will usually connect two
independent clauses in a compound sentence.

The most common coordinate conjunctions in English are and, or, and but. These conjunctions can
also be used to introduce a sentence, but this should not be overused in English. However, coordinate
conjunctions often occur as introductory words in both Hebrew and Greek.

In addition to the above coordinate conjunctions, the following are also used regularly: for, nor, yet,
both...and, not only...but also, either...or, and neither...nor. English has connectives called
transitionals or conjunctive adverbs. These words are coordinate conjunctions no matter what they
are called: however, therefore, nevertheless, hence, according. 
Examples: The man washed his car and cleaned his house.

The man neither washed his car nor cleaned his house.
The man cleaned his house; however, he did not have time to wash his car.

The Complex Sentence
A complex sentence has at least one independent clause and at least one dependent clause. Dependent
clauses use both relative pronouns and subordinate conjunctions as connectors to main clauses.
Subordinate clauses act as a single part of speech, a noun, an adjective, or an adverb.

The Relative Clause

A relative clause contains a relative pronoun. Such clauses are most often adjectives, referring back
to the antecedent of the relative. However, sometimes the relative pronoun is independent, and
introduces a noun clause. A relative noun clause acts like a noun rather than an adjective; it can be a
subject, or an object.

The relative pronouns in English are as follows: who, which, what, that, whomever, whatever,
whichever. In the examples below the relative clause is underlined. Note that most of these can
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function as interrogative pronouns, as well. One of them, the word that, also functions as a
subordinate function indicating a noun clause.
Examples: The man who washed his car also cleaned his house. The relative clause is an adjective

referring back to man, since the antecedent of the relative pronoun who is man.
Give the gift to whomever you wish. The relative clause is a noun, the object of the
preposition to. Only nouns can be the object of prepositions.

Adverbial and Noun Clauses

The English subordinate conjunctions are the following: if, although, though, that, because, since, so
that, in order that, as, unless, before, than, where, when. In addition English uses some adverbs as
subordinate conjunctions and become such in various contexts: how, why, where, while, before, after.
In the following examples the subordinate conjunction and its clause is underlined. Each of these are
adverbial, as they describe in some way the verb action of the main clause.
Examples: Because he washed his car, the man had no time to clean his house. An adverbial clause

indicating why he had no time.
If it had not rained, we would have gone to the beach. An adverbial clause indicating the
negative condition as to why we did not go.

A subordinate clause can act as a noun. Such clauses can be subjects, objects, objects of prepositions,
or even stand in apposition.
Examples: I think that it is in my desk. The subordinate clause is the direct object of the verb think.

That it will rain is not certain. The subordinate clause is the subject of the verb is.

Hebrew Sentence Structure

The Hebrew Nominal Clause

In Hebrew, a nominal clause, often unfortunately called a noun clause1, is one where no verb occurs.
In such a clause, some form of the verb to be must occur in the English translation. Some grammars
call this a noun sentence, another unfortunate designation. A nominal clause may be either a
sentence, or a dependent clause of one of the types indicated later in this chapter.
Examples: s¥qFi i ¦p£̀ , I am Joseph (Genesis 45:3. The verb am is understood. The pronoun i ¦p£̀ , I,

includes the verb: I am.)
w ¥x xFA ©d §e And the pit was empty, (Genesis 37:24. The verb was is understood to follow
the subject noun xFA ©d, the pit: the pit was)

In the examples above, the normal word order is subject/predicate. Sometimes, however, the
predicate will be first. When this happens, the predicate is being emphasized.
Examples: m ¤Y ©̀  mi ¦l §B ©x §n,  Spies you are, (Genesis 42:9. The verb are is understood. The pronoun

m ¤Y ©̀ , you (masc. pl.) includes the verb: you are.)
Ep §gp̈£̀  mi ¦n ¥W£̀  lä£̀ , But guilty we are, (Genesis 42:21. The pronoun Ep §gp̈£̀ , we, includes
the verb: we are)

1 The term noun clause refers to a clause used as a noun. The prefered terminology for a clause that has an understood
verb is nominal clause, so as not to confuse it with the phrase noun clause.
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In the first example above, the tone is accusatory. One can almost hear Joseph shouting at his
brothers. Therefore, the word order is reversed. The second example shows an emotional response. It
might be rendered We are really guilty.

After the words m ¦̀  (if) andi ¦M (for, because) the emphasis is usually on the predicate. Thus the word
order is again reversed.

Examples: `Ed Ep ¥xÜ §a Epi ¦g ῭ Îi ¦M, Because our brother, our flesh, he is, (Genesis 37:27. The pronoun
`Ed, he is (a nominal clause, which includes the verb is), occurs last, since the
relationship is being emphasized. English does not allow this word order, so it is
correctly translated, Because he is our brother, our flesh.)
m ¤Y ©̀  mi ¦p ¥MÎm ¦̀ , If honest men you are, (Genesis 42:19. The pronoun, m ¤Y ©̀ , you are
(nominal clause), follows mi ¦p ¥MÎm ¦̀ , if honest ones. Since mi ¦p ¥M is masculine plural, the
clause can be translated If you are honest men.)

However, if the emphasis is on the subject, the normal word order is retained.
Example: z ¥n ei ¦g ῭ Îi ¦M, because his brother is dead. (Genesis 42:38)

In questions the normal order is generally reversed.
Example: ?`e ¦d L §p ¦A z¤pŸz §M ©d The coat of your son is it? = Is it your son’s coat? (Genesis 37:32)

The Verbal Clause

When the clause contains a verb it is called a verbal clause as distinguished from a nominal clause.
The order of the subject and the predicate varies. It is common for the subject to either precede or
follow the verb. With verbs of action, in English translation the subject must precede the verb no
matter what the Hebrew order is.
Examples: mi ¦dŸl¡W `ẍÄ, God created. (Genesis 1:1, lit. created God).

eic̈ä£rÎz ¤̀  l ©̀ Ẅ i ¦pŸc£̀ , My lord asked his servants,(Genesis 44:19. The normal
subject-verb word order.)

After i ¦M, dŸM, m ¦̀ , Ÿ̀l, x ¤W£̀ , and x ¤W£̀ ©M, the subject normally follows the verb. The translation should
reflect the rule of English order.
Examples: s¥qFi L §p ¦A x ©n ῭  dŸM, thus said your son Joseph = thus your son Joseph said. (Genesis 45:9)

s¥qFi `ÄÎx ¤W£̀ ©M, when came Joseph = When Joseph came. (Genesis 37:23)

However, when the subject is being emphasized, the regular subject/predicate order is retained after
i ¦M, dŸM, m ¦̀ , Ÿ̀l, x ¤W£̀ , and x ¤W£̀ ©M.
Example: i ¦zŸ̀  m ¤Y §g©l §W m ¤Y ©̀ Î Ÿ̀l, Not you did send me = You did not send me. (Genesis 45:8)
In the above example, we see that the adverb Ÿ̀l is connected to the pronoun m ¤Y ©̀ , you, with the line
called the makkeph (Î). Makkeph is used to show that the two words are pronounced as one, with the
accent on the last syllable. It was not part of the original text, being added by the Massoretes. Also, it
does not indicate that the first word is connected grammatically to the second word. Ÿ̀l is an adverb,
a modifier of the verb m ¤Y §g©l §W, you sent.
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The Position of the Direct Object

Normally the direct object follows the verb of action as it does in English. The untranslatable sign of
the definite direct object, z ¥̀ , will precede the direct object if it has the article ( ©d) or if the direct
object is a proper noun, such as Joseph. Sometimes z ¥̀  will precede a direct object without the
article, but this is much less common.

In the case of two definite direct objects connected by §e (and), each object can have the z ¥̀  with the §e
as an preformative to the second z ¥̀ .
Example:  u ¤x ῭ d̈ z ¥̀ §e m ¦i ©nẌ ©d z ¥̀  mi ¦dŸl£̀  `ẍÄ God created the heavens and the earth,  (Genesis 1:1.

Each direct object is preceded by z ¥̀ .)
Example: s¥qFiÎz ¤̀  Ex §M §n¦I ©e: and they sold Joseph. (Genesis 37:28.) Joseph is a proper noun, hence

z ¤̀  precedes it.

If, on the other hand, the direct object precedes the verb, it is emphatic.
Example: m ¤z`Ä u ¤x ῭ d̈ z ©e §x¤rÎz ¤̀  zF §x §l, to see the secrets of the land you came (with emphasis on the

secrets of the land) = you came to see the secrets of the land. (Genesis 42:9. Here the
entire infinitive phrase u ¤x ῭ d̈ z ©e §x¤rÎz ¤̀  zF §x §l to see the secrets of the land is the direct
object of m ¤z`Ä, you (pl) came.)

The Position of the Indrect Object

Usually, though not always, the direct object will precede the indirect object. The indirect object
normally will be indicated by the preposition §l, to, or ©l, to the. (In English we normally drop to or
for before an indirect object. Not so in Hebrew.)
Example: mi ¦l`¥r §n §W¦I ©l s ¥qFiŸÎz ¤̀  Ex §M §n¦I ©e, And they sold Joseph to the Ishmaelites. (Genesis 37:28).

s¥qFiŸ is the direct object, mi ¦l`¥r §n §W¦I ©l indicates the indirect object.

If either the indirect object or the direct object is a pronoun and the other is a noun, the pronoun
regularly comes first.
Example: mi ¦Q ©R z¤pŸz §M Fl dÜr̈ §e and he made for him a long coat. (Genesis 37:3) The indirect object

Fl (for him) precedes the direct object mi ¦Q ©R z¤pŸz §M, (long coat, not a coat of many colors.
The word mi ¦Q ©R comes from a word that means the flat of the hand, or perhaps of the foot.
Keil and Delitzsch say that the garment was, “an upper coat reaching to the wrists and
ankles, such as noblemen and kings’ daughters wore, not ‘a coat of many colours’”).

Example: eig̈ ¤̀ §l FzŸ̀  x ¥R ©q §i ©e and he recounted it to his brothers. (Genesis 37:9) The direct object
FzŸ̀  (it)1 comes before the indirect objecteig̈ ¤̀ §l, (to his brothers).

Types of Dependent or Subordinate Clauses

Independent clauses are also called main clauses because dependent clauses are attached to them in
some manner. Clauses that are dependent on a main clause are also called subordinate clauses. Like

1  FzŸ̀  is the normal masculine objective (accusative) case pronoun him used as the direct object. However, the English
idiom requires that the word it be used rather than him.
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most languages, Hebrew has three types of dependent or subordinate clauses. Noun clauses function
as subjects or objects. Adjective clauses modify nouns or pronouns. Adverbial clauses modify verbs.

Functionally, subordinate clauses act as a single part of speech. For instance, a noun clause in its
entirety can be the subject of a sentence.
Example: That Disneyland was called “Disney’s Folly” is a fact. The entire subordinate clause
introduced by the subordinate conjunction that is the subject of the verb is.

Noun Clauses

A dependent noun clause may function in any way that a regular noun functions. The most common
uses are as subjects, predicate nominatives, and direct objects. 
Example: dl̈i ¦r §T ¦n c ¦eC̈ h©l §n ¦pÎi ¦M c©B ªd lE`Ẅ §lE That David had departed Keilah was told to Saul,  (1

Samuel 23:13 (Lit. And to Saul (lE`Ẅ §lE) was told that had departed David from Keilah.)
The noun clause is the subject of the passive verb c©B ªd (was told).

Example: Dz̈Ÿ̀  d ¤U£r ©Y x ¤W£̀  d¤f §e, And this is how you will make it, (Genesis 6:15) Here we have a
noun clause that is also a nominal clause, where the verb is must be supplied in the
translation of d¤f §e and this is. The underlined clause is the predicate complement of the
understood verb is.

Example: u ¤x ῭ Ä mc̈ ῭ d̈ z©rẍ dÄ ©x i ¦M dedi ` §x©I ©e And Yahweh saw that great was the evil of man on the
earth, (Genesis 6:5) The underlined clause is the direct object of the verb ` §x©I, saw. Note
also that the verb precedes the subject, dedi, Yahweh.

Relative clauses can sometimes stand as noun clauses. As such, the relative pronoun x ¤W£̀  is
translated he who, he whom, etc. or that which. This use is sometimes called the independent relative.
Example:  x ῭ Ei x ῭ Ei xŸ̀ Ÿ x ¤W£̀ ©e ,KẍŸa §n K ¥xä §YÎx ¤W£̀  He whom you bless is blessed, and he whom you

curse is cursed, (Numbers 22:6.)

Adjective Clauses

The most common adjective clauses are relative clauses, which are introduced by the relative
pronoun,x ¤W£̀ , which is to be translated who, whose, what, that or which, depending on the context.
Example: og̈ §l ªX ©dÎl©r x ¤W£̀  mi ¦l ¥M ©dÎz ¤̀  U©r©©e and he made the vessels which were on the table,

(Exodus 37:16)
Example: FpŸW §l r ©n §W ¦zÎ Ÿ̀l x ¤W£̀  iFB a nation whose tongue you do not understand, (Deuteronomy

28:49)

Adverbial Clauses

Conditional Clauses

T. O. Lambdin states, “Any two clauses, the first of which states a real or hypothetical condition, and
the second of which states a real or hypothetical consequence thereof, may be taken as a conditional
sentence.”1 In English these two clauses are often called the “if” clause and the “then” clause. The
technical grammatical terms for the “if” clause is protasis and for the “then” clause is apodosis.

1 T. O. Lambdin, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew (New York: Scribner, 1971) 276.
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The words m ¦̀  and i ¦M are primarily used to introduce the protasis, and both are then translated if. In
addition o ¥d can sometimes introduce a protasis and is also translated if.
Examples: KN̈ Ÿ §n ©kg̈ ,Ÿ §n ©kg̈Îm ¦̀  If you are wise, you are wise to yourself, (Proverbs 9:12).

rẍ `ẍi ¦̀ Î Ÿ̀l ,z ¤en̈ §l ©v `i¥b §A K¥l ¥WÎi ¦M If I walk through the valley of death, I fear no evil,
(Psalm 23:4. Technically, z¤en̈ §l ©v is shadow, or deep darkness, derived from the root l©lv̈
to be or to grow dark. Some hold that z¤en̈ §l ©v refers to deep darkness, though others hold
that letters zen- refer to death; hence the translation shadow of death. zen- may be a
superlative to indicate deep shadow, or darkness, rather than death. Either way, it is clear
that the word z¤en̈ §l ©v envokes the idea of great fear, or even terror.)
?cFr d̈i¤l ¥̀  aEWï£d...FY §W ¦̀ Îz ¤̀  Wi ¦̀  g ©N ©W §i o ¥d If a man should put away his wife...shall he
return to her again? (Jeremiah 3:1.)

Contrary to fact conditions or conditions incapable of fulfillment can be introduced by the word El
(or `El, if, introducing positive contrary to fact conditions), or EN ¦̀  (from El m ¦̀ ), `¥lEl (or i¥lEl,if not,
introducing negative contrary to fact conditions).

Example: z Ÿ̀f Eli ¦M §U©i En §kg̈ El If they were wise, they would understand this,(Deut. 32:29).
As a positive contrary to fact condition, the correct understanding of the above statement is, If they
were wise [but they were not), they would understand this [but they did not].

Example:  i ¦Y §c ©a ῭  f ῭  ir̈ ªy£r ©W L §zẍFz i¥lEl If your law were not my delight, then I would have perished
(Psalm 119:92).

As a negative contrary to fact condition, the correct understanding of the above statement is, If your
law were not my delight [but it is], then (f ῭ ) I would have perished [but I did not.])

Occasionally a protasis may have no word meaning if to introduce it. In such cases both protasis and
apodosis may be introduced bye.

Example: z ¥në ei ¦a ῭ Îz ¤̀  a©fr̈ §e If he leaves his father,then  he will die,(Genesis 44:22. The if clause is
introduced by a©fr̈ §e, to be translated if he leaves. The then clause consists of z ¥në, to be
translated then he will die.)

Causal Clauses

The most common introductory word for causal clauses is i ¦M, or i ¦M o ©r©i translated because. Also
common is x ¤W£̀ , or x ¤W£̀  o ©r©i, alsomeaning because. Sometimes o ©r©i stands alone at the head of causal
clauses. Also the conjunction §e has a causal use, as does lr̈.
Example: mŸxi¥rÎi ¦M, because I was naked, (Genesis 3:10. This is a noun clause. I was must be

supplied in translation).
i ¦lŸw §A Ÿ §r ©nẄ x ¤W£̀ , because you obeyed my voice,(Genesis 22:18).

Example: dedi i ¥x£g ©̀  d¥N ¦n x ¤W£̀  o ©r©i because he fully followed Yahweh, (Deuteronomy 1:36). See
also Joshua 14:14.

Example: i ¦A m ¤Y §p ©n¡̀ ¤dÎ Ÿ̀l o ©r©i because you did not believe in Me (Numbers 20:12).
Example: l©rÄ z©l ªr §A `e ¦d §e, because she is a man’s wife, (Genesis 20:3).
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a¤w¥r, can introduce causal clauses, sometimes with i ¦M or x ¤W£̀ .
Example: m¤ki ¥dŸl¡̀  dedi lFw §a oEr §n §W ¦z Ÿ̀l a ¤w¥r oEc ¥a Ÿ̀z, you shall perish because you did not obey

the voice of Yahweh, your God, (Deuteronomy 8:20).
Example: d¤G ©d xäC̈ ©dÎz ¤̀  dÜr̈ x ¤W£̀  a ¤w¥r, because he did this thing (2 Samuel 12:6).

Purpose and Consequence Clauses

Purpose (final) clauses and result clauses are determined contextually. The infinitive withl is often
used to indicate a result clause. The relativex ¤W£̀  sometimes introduces both final and result clauses,
as doeso ©r ©n §l (because of, in order to, in order that, etc.). Sometimesx ªa£r ©A, with or without x ¤W£̀ , as
well as the simplee connective can also introduce a purpose clause.
Example: Epi ¦n£̀ ©i o ©r ©n §l, that they might believe,(Exodus 4:5).
Example: L §k ¤xä §i x ¤W£̀  x ªa£r ©A, that he may bless you,(Genesis 27:10).
Example: c¤q ¤g FO ¦r d ¤U¡r ¤̀ §e that I may perform for him a kindness,(2 Samuel 9:1)

Temporal Clauses

Temporal clauses indicate the time of the verbal action of the main clause. They are generally related
grammatically to the predicate of the main clause, and act as adverbial modifiers. 

The most common way to express a temporal clause is with an infinitive preceded by a preposition.
Example: Fk §ln̈ §A c ¦eC̈ dp̈Ẅ mi ¦Wl §yÎo ¤A David was thirty years old when he began reigning, (2 Samuel

5:4) Fk §ln̈ §A is the infinitive construct with the preformative prepositionA attached and the
pronominal suffix F added. The literal translation is as follows: A son of thirty years was
David when began (A) the reigning of him (F).

If the subordinate clause expresses simultaneous action with the main clause, the subordinate
conjunction is generally either x ¤y£̀ ©Mori ¦M.
Example: dn̈c̈£̀ d̈Îz ¤̀  cŸa£r ©z i ¦M When you till (lit. work) the ground, (Genesis 4:12)

If the subordinate clause expresses subsequent action, the conjunction i ¦M c©r generally occurs. m ¤x ¤h
also occurs.
Example: cŸ̀ §n l ©cb̈Îi ¦M c©r...Wi ¦̀ d̈ l ©C §b ¦I ©e And the man grew strong...until he was very strong,

(Genesis 26:13)
Example: z ¦i ©A ©dÎl©r m ©qp̈ mŸc §q i ¥W §p ©̀ ...EaM̈ §W ¦i m ¤x ¤h Before they lay down,...the men of Sodom

surrounded the house, (Genesis 19:4).

If the subordinate clause expresses previous action with the main clause, the conjunction x ©g ©̀  or
i ¥x£g ©̀  (after) generally occurs.

Example:  dp̈Ẅ d¤pŸn §WE mi ¦pẄ ra ¤W WFp¡̀Îz ¤̀  Fci ¦lFd i ¥x£g ©̀ ' z ¥WÎi ¦d §i ©e And Seth lived after he begot (lit.
his begetting of) Enosh eight hundred seven years (Genesis 5:7).
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Chapter Thirteen: Special Elements
The Uses of the Hebrew Word “And”

Changes in Pronuncation

The Hebrew conjunction and ( §e), like the word the ( ©d), is attached to the word that follows it. It is
usually pronounced like the simple “V” sound, but under certain conditions it changes its
pronunciation toE (oo).

When §e is attached to a word whose first letter has a sheva ( § ) beneath it, the §e becomesE.
Examples:  d ῭ ¥l §e oäE` §x, Reuben and Leah,

but
 o ©aE` §xE d ῭ ¥l Leah and Reuben.

When the word to which §e is attached begins with the letters, t ,n ,e ,a, it changes toE. If a dagesh
occurred in the A or R, it is dropped before E. These letters are sometimes called the bumaf as a help
in remembering them.
Examples:  miP ©h §w s ¥qFi §e oi ¦nï §p ¦A, Benjamin and Joseph are small,

but
miP ©h §w oi ¦nï §p ¦aE s ¥qFi,Joseph and Benjamin are small.

TheVav Connective (Conjunctive) and theVav Consecutive

Usually the §e acts in Hebrew as in English. It connects two things of equal grammatical weight. Such
a use is called Vav Connective or Conjunctive. However, there is a specialized use of the vav in
Hebrew called Vav Consecutive or Conversive.

In a narrative, a series of events will begin with a verb in a particular form, either perfect or
imperfect. Verbs subsequent to the initial verb are in the opposite form and each begin their sentence
using a verb with a vav attached. For example, if a narrative begins with a perfect tense verb,
subsequent verbs in the narrative might very well be imperfects with vav attached. This vav is called
Vav Consecutive or Conversive. Its purpose is to cause the reader to view each subsequent verb as
connected to and continuing the narrative. In some sense, then, an imperfect can function as though it
were a perfect. Sometimes, if the first verb is perfect and the following verb or verbs are imperfect,
this construction is called the Imperfect Consecutive.

Likewise, when a narrative begins with an imperfect, a series of perfect tense verbs can follow, each
beginning its sentence, and each preceded by vav. This construction is sometimes called the Perfect
Consecutive. The Perfect Consecutive is much rarer than the Imperfect Consecutive. A good
illustration of the Perfect Consecutive can be found in Genesis 45:9-11.

Scholars are disagreed over the full meaning of this Hebrew idiom. At one time it was believed that
the Imperfect Consecutive changed the imperfect from future to past tense, and the Perfect
Consecutive changed the perfect from past to future tense. However, today scholars are generally
agreed that the change has nothing to do with the time (past, future) of the verb, but with changing
the aspect (complete vs. incomplete) of the verb in some way.

The first chapter of Genesis, starting in verse three, employs a series of Imperfect Consecutives to
indicate that the sequence is viewed as related to the perfect tense verb was in verse 2. Since
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ImperfectConsecutives are associated with a perfect tense (complete) verb, these imperfect verbs are
then considered complete.

The Terminative d

Sometimes the letterdis attached to the end of a noun of place to indicate movement. For example,
the Hebrew word for Egypt, m ¦i ©x §v ¦n, sometimes will have a d attached, dn̈i ©x §v ¦n, meaning to Egypt.
Note that the vowel before the d is qametz ( -̈ ).

Examples: dp̈Ÿx §a ¤g, to Hebron,
dz̈ §i ©A ©d, to the house,
dv̈ §x ©̀ , to earth.

The Interrogative d

As in English, in Hebrew words like who, or where, can introduce a question. However, when a
question word is not used, Hebrew has a sign that a question is coming; the letter d is attached to the
first word in a sentence. Think of it as a kind of vocalized question mark. Together with a rising
inflection of the voice, it is a very effective way to indicate that a question follows. To indicate a
negative question Ÿ̀l£d, meaning is not, is often employed.

Examples: i ¦kŸp ῭  i ¦g ῭  x ¥nŸW£d, Am I my brother’s jailer? (Genesis 4:9, lit. The jailer of my brother am
I?)
m ¦i ©x §v ¦n §a Li¤l ¥̀  Ep §x ©A ¦C x ¤W£̀  xäC̈ ©d d¤fÎ Ÿ̀l£d Is not this the word which we told to you in
Egypt? (Exodus 14:12).
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Appendix
by Garland Shinn, Th. M., D.Min.

Revised from Class notes
by Bernard Northrup, Th. D.,
Professor of Old Testament,

San Francisco Conservative Baptist
Theological Seminary

Person, Number, and Gender
A. In the perfect tense, these factors are indicated primarily by suffixes.

B. In the imperative they are also indicated primarily by suffixes.

C. In the imperfect both prefixes and suffixes are used.

D. The participles use suffixes to indicate number and gender. Person is indicated by the context
or the use of a pronoun.

E. The two infinitive forms, absolute and construct, do not indicate person, number or gender.

Voice

A. Translating the active voice.

1. Qal (simple) - He killed.

2. Piel (intensive) - He slaughtered.

3. Hifil (causitive) - He caused to kill.

B Translating the passive voice.

1. Nifal (simple) - He was killed.

2. Pual (intensive) - He was slaughtered.

3. Hofal (causative) - He was caused to kill.

4. Hitpael (simple or reflexive) - He was killed or He killed himself (or committed
suicide).

Type of Action
In the Hebrew language, the type of action is associated with the tense of the verb, and is actually
more important than the time of action. See below under Time of Action.

A. Simple

1. Qal - He killed.

2. Nifal - He was killed.

B. Intensive

1. Piel - He slaughtered.

2. Pual - He was slaughtered. (The Pual is considered the passive of the Piel.)
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C. Causative

1. Hifil - He caused to kill.

2. Hofal - He was caused to kill. (The Hofal is considered the passive of the Hifil.)

D. Reflexive

1. Hitpael - He committed suicide.

2. Nifal - With some verbs, the Nifal is used as a reflexive, and translated as though it
were a Hitpael.

E. Reciprocal (Occurs in the plural only.)

1. Nifal - They spoke with each other.

2. Hitpael - They killed one another.

Time of Action
A. Time can be observed only from the context. The two Hebrew tenses, the perfect and

imperfect, of themselves imply no time factor. The primary function of the two tenses is to
indicate the state (kind) of action.

B. Ask the question, “Is the verbal event a simple past, present, or future from the author’s
viewpoint?

C. Is the time factor of the verb complicated by reference to a previous or subsequent event in
time from the author’s viewpoint?

State or Kind of Action
A. A perfect describes action as complete. This tense views the finished whole as actually or

conceptually completed and thus certain. (The time of completion may be past, present or
future.) The action is not viewed as potential (subjunctive mood) unless it is indicating a
contrary to fact state. See below under Mood.

B. The imperfect describes an incomplete state of action or being. The completion of that action
is not the matter under consideration. This incomplete action may be:

1. In progress, and thus:

a. beginning

b. continuing

c. tending toward a conclusion (not concluded).

2. Interrupted

3 Repeated

The imperative may partake of somewhat similar characteristics, since it is a potential mood
rather than an indicative one. The subjunctive mood and the imperative mood are both based
on the imperfect idea. According to Yates, the imperfect maintains a past tense idea in most of
its uses.
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Since the majority of the verbs in the Old Testament are in the past time,
we...translate these verb forms as past. Theseforms, however, could be past,
present, or future. The imperfect shows either incipient incomplete action (he
began to look) or frequentative incomplete action (he looked repeatedly).1

However, Greenberg states that, 

The imperfect aspect expresses action or state as unaccomplished, continuing
or customary. It corresponds generally to English present and future.2

Greenberg may be speaking in terms of modern Hebrew, which uses the perfect for the
past tense and the imperfect for the future. It does appear that in the Hebrew Old
Testament the imperfect is used mostly for events that are viewed as previous t the
statement of the speaker, that is, in the past, as Yates declares. However, it is also true that
the imperfect fits perfectly into the idea of future time, as events that are yet future are
certainly incomplete, which is the purview of the imperfect.

Certainly, the imperfect is the basis for moods other than the indicative, that is, the
imperative and subjunctive. The act or state of both these moods are unfulfilled at the time
of the statement, and are therefore only potentially possible. But if fulfilled, it would be in
the future from the speaker’s viewpoint.

Mood
A. The indicative mood deals with simple fact (i.e. if the speaker presents a statement as a fact, it

is indicative mood). The author may use in the indicative the following:

1. The perfect tense, (when not made contrary to fact by particles).

2. The participle.

3. The imperfect, (when not made potential by the context).

B. The subjunctive mood deals with unreal, potential possibilities. These potentials may be
either likely or unlikely, or even impossible. The author may use:

1. The imperfect tense (when context indicates a potential element).

2. The shortened imperfect.

3. The perfect tense when used with contrary to fact particles.

4. The jussive. “As the imperative does not take a negative, it was necessary that there be
a negative command, hence the jussive. Its use however is not confined to negative
commands, but it is used as a regular imperfect....”3

5. The cohortative. “The cohortative expresses the will of the speaker in reference to his
own actions.”4

C The Imperative mood deals with commands of doing or acceptance.

1 Kyle M. Yates, The Essentials of Biblical Hebrew, ed. John Joseph Owens, (New York: Harper & Row, 1954), p. 41.
2 Moshe Greenberg, Introduction to Hebrew, (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1965), p. 49
3 E. Leslie Carlson, Elementary Hebrew, (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1956), p. 90.
4 Yates, p. 146.
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1 The true imperative presents only positive commands.

2 The imperfect in the 2nd person with Ÿ̀l presents absolute prohibitions.

3 The jussive with Îl©r presents a polite command wherein the author expresses his will
concerning the person to or over whom he assums control (if the verb is a 3rd person
jussive). This important distinction is stated will by Kautszch, 

The imperfect with Ÿ̀l represents a more emphatic form of prohibition than the
jussive with Îl©r, and corresponds to our thou shalt not do it! with the strongest
expectation of obedience, while Îl©r with the jussive is rather a simple
warning, Do not do that! Thus Ÿ̀l with the imperfect is especially used in
enforcing the divine commands, e.g. aŸp §b ¦z Ÿ̀l, thou shalt not steal, Ex
20:15....”1

4 The imperfect supported by context may present positive commands. The imperative,
which is generally used for positive commands, is in form derived from the imperfect.

This short treatment is designed to give the student an overview of the Hebrew verbal system. For
further study the student is encouraged to consult the works cited in the footnotes.

1 E. Kautzsch, Genesius’ Hebrew Grammar, trans. G. W. Collins and ed. A. B. Cowley (London: Oxford University
Press, 1910), p. 317.
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